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ALL-PRO, a Division of the Michalis Group, was 
first established over 25 years ago and quickly 
built a relationship with the mining industry by 
responding to its needs. 

Since then, ALL-PRO have become the foremost supplier of 
chemical, cleaning and dispensing solutions throughout the NSW 
and QLD mining industries. 

Within our two manufacturing sites, located in Newcastle and 
Rockhampton, ALL-PRO produces over 300 speciality chemicals for 
a variety of industries ranging from cafes to clubs; automotive to 
marine; workshops to power plants. 

As an ISO accredited and environmentally certified business, 
ALL-PRO is fully committed to producing innovative and unique 
formulations by investing heavily in research and development to 
meet the varied needs of a demanding and ever-changing industry. AB
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Along with our comprehensive range of chemical products, ALL-PRO 
prides itself on providing professional, expert representatives and 
support staff to all existing and prospective clients. Our ALL-PRO 
representatives are specifically trained to guide clients through all 
stages of product selection through to its application and storage. 

We provide specialized chemical training services, relative 
to product selection, safety and handling, and optimum application 
methods and techniques. We also offer technical support 
throughout the installation and monitoring of electronic metering 
devices. 

On site, online and in-house laboratory support allows us to offer 
clients measured results and tailored products specific to their 
cleaning needs.

OUR SERVICES
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ALL-PRO has established 
itself as a one stop shop 
for professionally 
formulated chemical, 
cleaning and dispensing 
solutions.
ALL-PRO produces and 
distributes over 300 
speciality chemicals to a 
wide range of industries 
throughout Australia 
including: mining sites, 
heavy industrial 
workshops, clubs, pubs 
and restaurants,
transport and automotive 
businesses, aged care 
facilities, hospitals, and 
hotels.
From general cleaners,  
disinfectants, and vehicle 
care, to metal treatments, 
food grade hand soaps 
and rim and tyre 
compounds, ALL-PRO have 
a solution for all of your 
chemical, cleaning and 
dispensing needs.

COMPREHENSIVE 
PRODUCT RANGE

THE
ALL-PRO
DIFFERENCE



M
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ALL-PRO employs the 
services of several 
specialist chemists with 
the aim of:
• Meeting our customers 
varied, yet specific needs;
• Solving on-site cleaning 
issues experienced by 
clients in a variety of 
industries and settings;
• Developing innovative 
and unique formulations.

In an ever changing world, 
ALL-PRO uses ground 
breaking technologies and 
eco-friendly materials to 
formulate products that, 
not only meet our customer 
expectations, but exceed 
them!  

For over 25 years, ALL-PRO 
has committed itself to 
formulating and 
manufacturing innovative 
chemical, cleaning and 
dispensing solutions.
Through regulating every 
phase of the design and 
manufacturing process, 
ALL-PRO guarantees high 
quality products that 
deliver consistently 
outstanding results.
Our objective at ALL-PRO is 
to adopt an approach of 
continuous improvement 
within our systems to 
deliver products efficiently 
and consistently to clients. 
Our Quality Assurance 
Management Systems, 
in accordance with AS/
NZS9001:2008, details our 
management system and 
employees’ responsibilities 
in regard to the 
implementation and 
achievement of quality 
objectives.

INNOVATIVE
FORMULATIONS

QUALITY
ACCREDITATIONS
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The application and 
controlled use of chemicals 
is critical for performance, 
safety and value for money. 
ALL-PRO offers onsite and 
offsite support along with 
our comprehensive range 
of dispensing and 
regulating equipment 
including: soap and hand 
towel dispensers, chemical 
foamers, and meter tipped 
dilution units to facilitate 
optimum results for our 
clients varied needs.

ALL-PRO is fully committed 
to providing its customers 
with products and services 
in an environmentally 
sustainable manner, 
through:
• Communicating our policy
and position to employees,
subcontractors and
interested parties,
including the general
public;
• Establishing measurable
objectives and targets to
eliminate environmentally
related incidents and
minimise our
environmental impact;
• Preventing pollution;
• Complying with all
relevant legislation and
regulations.

To achieve these goals, 
ALL-PRO will provide the 
necessary resources and 
training to continually 
improve our environmental 
performance in accordance 
with ISO 14001.

PRODUCT & 
TECHNICAL SUPPORT

ENVIRONMENTAL
RESPONSIBILITY

At our core, ALL-PRO is a 
business dedicated to 
driving positive change 
within local and 
international communities. 
Through partnering with 
causes we care about, from 
non-profit organisations in 
the Philippines and Sierra 
Leone to Parents and 
Citizens Associations, 
junior sporting 
organisations and local 
fundraising initiatives, 
ALL-PRO is committed to 
supporting people and 
giving back. 

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

ALL-PRO CHEMICAL & CLEANING SUPPLIES



MEETING AND 
EXCEEDING 
CUSTOMER 

EXPECTATIONS 
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LIQUID SOAPS

Our range of liquid soaps have been formulated to consider all of our 
customers diverse needs, including: the degree of soilants to be removed, 

aesthetics of fragrance and colour, and specific site applications, 
whilst ensuring the finest and safest cosmetic grade ingredients 

are made available. 
Our products range from foam clubs soaps to antiseptic skin cleaners, gel 

sanitizers, food safe hand cleaners, body washes for general and mining 
applications and heavy-duty liquid hand cleaners. We also produce a range of 

skin care products such as barrier creams and post work skin conditioners.



3 GREEN B

-  Pleasantly scented
-  pH neutral
-  Tough on grime
-  Kind to all skin types

3 GREEN B is a high-grade 
liquid soap, predominantly 
used within the mining 
industry and industrial 
workshops as a hand 
cleaner and body wash.

COMMERCIAL SOAPS

-  High-grade surfactant 
    system
-  Enriched with Vitamin E 
    & other skin emollients
-  Cleans & conditions 
    hair & skin

BODY WASH

BODY WASH is a liquid body 
wash and general soap that 
has found great diversity of 
use, from mining operations to 
club soaps. BODY WASH 
combines a unique blend of 
water softening agents, skin 
conditioners and high-grade 
surface-active agents to 
effectively clean and condition 
the skin.

COMMERCIAL SOAPS

-  Fast acting
-  Infused with numerous 
    skin conditioners
-  Free-flowing for easy 
    dispensing & application

HANDS UP

HANDS UP is a liquid hand 
soap that doubles as an all 
over body wash for the 
removal of grime and greasy 
substances. A slightly raised 
pH gives HANDS UP extra 
cleaning might, along with a 
powerful and advanced 
surfactant system.

COMMERCIAL SOAPS

SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr
BLADDER 3GREENB1BLADD

4Ltr 3GREENB4

5Ltr 3GREENB5

15Ltr 3GREENB15

20Ltr 3GREENB20

25Ltr 3GREENB25

205Ltr 3GREENB205

1000Ltr 3GREENB1000

SIZE PART NO.

500mL HANDSUP500

1Ltr
BLADDER HANDSUP1BLADD

1Ltr HANDSUP1

4Ltr HANDSUP4

5Ltr HANDSUP5

15Ltr HANDSUP15

20Ltr HANDSUP20

25Ltr HANDSUP25

205Ltr HANDSUP205

1000Ltr HANDSUP1000

SIZE PART NO.

500mL BODYWASH 500

1Ltr
BLADDER

BODYWASH
1BLADD

1Ltr BODYWASH1

4Ltr BODYWASH4

5Ltr BODYWASH5

15Ltr BODYWASH15

20Ltr BODYWASH20

25Ltr BODYWASH25

205Ltr BODYWASH205

1000Ltr BODYWASH1000
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PAMPER

-  Cosmetic grade ingredients
-  pH balanced formula
-  “New age” technology liquid
     soap system

PAMPER is a gentle pH 
balanced skin and hair 
cleaner/conditioner. 
PAMPER is ideal for delicate 
and sensitive skin. 
PAMPER leaves NO build-up in 
showers or baths to facilitate 
easy cleaning.

COMMERCIAL SOAPS

-  Built in emollients
-  Quick rinsing
-  Pleasant, fresh fragrance

WASH UP

WASH UP is a versatile liquid 
soap that can act as both a 
hand cleaner and body wash, 
particularly within industrial 
workshops and the mining 
industry. 
WASH UP easily handles the 
demands of soils from 
underground mining 
operations.

COMMERCIAL SOAPS

-  Mild, cosmetic based 
    formula
-  Cleans & conditions the skin
-  Easily rinsed from cleaned 
    skin

FOOD SAFE HAND WASH

FOOD SAFE HAND WASH is a 
non-perfumed, hand cleaner 
and all over body wash. FOOD 
SAFE HAND WASH is designed 
for use in the following 
industries: food processing 
plants, restaurants, abattoirs, 
fish co-ops, canteens, cafes 
and any other area where 
food handling requires a 
fragrance-free environment.

FOOD SAFE SOAPS

SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr
BLADDER FSHW1BLADD

5Ltr FSHW5

SIZE PART NO.

4Ltr PAMPER4

5Ltr PAMPER5

15Ltr PAMPER15

20Ltr PAMPER20

25Ltr PAMPER25

205Ltr PAMPER205

1000Ltr PAMPER1000

SIZE PART NO.

4Ltr WASHUP4

5Ltr WASHUP5

15Ltr WASHUP15

20Ltr WASHUP20

25Ltr WASHUP25

205Ltr WASHUP205

1000Ltr WASHUP1000

ALL-PRO CHEMICAL & CLEANING SUPPLIES



SIZE PART NO.

4Ltr ALLURE4

5Ltr ALLURE5

15Ltr ALLURE15

20Ltr ALLURE20

25Ltr ALLURE25

205Ltr ALLURE205

1000Ltr ALLURE1000

SIZE PART NO.

4Ltr COCO4

5Ltr COCO5

15Ltr COCO15

20Ltr COCO20

25Ltr COCO25

205Ltr COCO205

1000Ltr COCO1000

SIZE PART NO.

500mL SOAPDROPS500

1Ltr
BLADDER

SOAPDROPS
1BLADD

1Ltr SOAPDROPS1

4Ltr SOAPDROPS4

5Ltr SOAPDROPS5

15Ltr SOAPDROPS15

20Ltr SOAPDROPS20

25Ltr SOAPDROPS25

205Ltr SOAPDROPS205

1000Ltr SOAPDROPS1000

ALLURE (LEMON)

-  Light-duty club soap, 
    suitable for all dispenser 
    styles
-  Pleasant, lemon scent
-  Rinses easily from the skin

ALLURE is a pearlescent soap 
that easily lathers and freely 
rinses from the skin. Designed 
for general hygiene areas in 
restaurants, clubs, washrooms, 
etc.

CLUB SOAPS

-  Light-duty club soap, 
    suitable for all dispenser 
    styles
-  Pleasant, coconut scent
-  Rinses easily from the skin

COCO (COCONUT)

COCO a pearlescent soap that 
easily lathers and freely 
rinses from the skin. Designed 
for general hygiene areas in 
restaurants, clubs, washrooms, 
etc.

CLUB SOAPS

-  Light-duty club soap, 
    suitable for all dispenser 
    styles
-  Pleasant, floral scent
-  Rinses easily from the skin

SOAP DROPS (FLORAL)

SOAP DROPS is a pearlescent 
soap that easily lathers and 
freely rinses from the skin. 
Designed for general hygiene 
areas in restaurants, clubs, 
washrooms, etc.

CLUB SOAPS
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FOAM ON

- pH balanced
- Mild lather/quick rinse

technology
- Low irritant with skin

conditioning properties

FOAM ON is a high foam soap, 
designed for manual foam 
style dispensers. Built-in 
skin conditioners quickly and 
effectively refresh hands once 
cleaned.

CLUB SOAPS

- Odour free
- Non-staining to skin
- Meets T.G.A. Standards

(Therapeutic Goods Act)
- Highly-concentrated

FEET FIRST 
CONCENTRATE

FEET FIRST CONCENTRATE is 
an antiseptic solution to be 
diluted with water for the 
elimination of foot diseases 
caused by fungi and bacteria. 
It is a highly concentrated 
formula for greater economy, 
and actively kills on contact.

SKIN PROTECTION

- Suitable for spray painting
industry

- Protects & nourishes skin
- Non-greasy formula allows

for normal work dexterity

GUARD

GUARD is a non-silicone 
barrier cream, effective against 
petrol, kerosene, aviation fuel, 
bitumen, resins, degreasers, 
turps, oils, grease, tars, 
epoxies and other resins, 
paints, adhesives and many 
other solvent based materials.

SKIN PROTECTION

SIZE PART NO.

500mL GUARD500

1Ltr
BLADDER GUARD1BLADD

4Ltr GUARD4

5Ltr GUARD5

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr FOAMON5

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr FEETFIRST5

15Ltr FEETFIRST15

20Ltr FEETFIRST20

25Ltr FEETFIRST25

ALL-PRO CHEMICAL & CLEANING SUPPLIES



SIZE PART NO.

250mL SANIHANDS250

500mL SANIHANDS500

1Ltr
BLADDER SANIHANDS1BLADD

5Ltr SANIHANDS5

SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr
BLADDER SEPTACLEAN1BLADD

5Ltr SEPTACLEAN5

SIZE PART NO.

500mL SILK500

1Ltr
BLADDER SILK1BLADD

5Ltr SILK5

SANI HANDS

-  Non-greasy feel
-  Built-in skin conditioners
-  Simple to pump & apply

SANI HANDS is an alcohol 
based, gel sanitiser with 
built-in emollients, to clean, 
sanitise and refresh the skin. 
SANI HANDS is quick drying 
to allow fast return to normal 
activities.

SKIN PROTECTION

-  Free from harsh chemicals
-  Non-irritant formula
-  Cosmetic grade ingredients

SEPTA CLEAN

SEPTA CLEAN is a gentle skin 
cleaner that incorporates 
Triclosan DP300 as an 
antiseptic agent. SEPTA CLEAN 
complies with T.G.A. standards 
as a skin antiseptic solution.

SKIN PROTECTION

-  Cosmetic based ingredients
-  Restores skin elasticity
-  Contains Allantoin as a skin 
    proliferate

SILK

SILK is a post work 
conditioner that soothes skin 
areas exposed to harsh work 
and environmental conditions. 
It dries to a non-greasy yet 
rejuvenated state, giving your 
skin the feel of silk.

SKIN PROTECTION
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GEL HAND CLEANERS

Hand cleaners come in a variety of styles including solvent and 
non-solvent cleaners, grit and non-grit infused products, and gel, cream 

and paste forms. ALL-PRO products use the finest grade, eco-friendly surfactants, 
cosmetic emollients and non-plastic abrasives. 

Our range is designed to meet specific demands within the mining, 
transport, mechanical and paint industries.



SIZE PART NO.

4Ltr CERT4

5Ltr CERT5

15Ltr CERT15

20Ltr CERT20

SIZE PART NO.

500mL CITRAGEL500

1Ltr CITRAGEL1

4Ltr CITRAGEL4

5Ltr CITRAGEL5

15Ltr CITRAGEL15

20Ltr CITRAGEL20

SIZE PART NO.

20Ltr CLEANHANDS20

CERT

-  Contains non-plastic 
    micro fine particles
-  Powerful cleaning action
-  Fortified with lanolin

CERT is a general hand 
cleaner that safely removes 
the most stubborn soils such 
as oil, grease, fresh paint, 
bitumen, vegetable and animal 
fats and many other foreign 
soilants. CERT provides a 
pumpable product in summer 
and winter, that resists 
emulsion breakdown.

-  Tough on grime/gentle on 
    skin
-  Citrus based ingredients
-  Built in non-plastic 
    micro fine particles

CITRA GEL

CITRA GEL is an organic, 
orange-based gel hand 
cleaner, with built-in 
emollients and mild abrasives. 
CITRA GEL easily removes oil, 
grease, fresh paint, bitumen, 
fats, resin, printing ink, 
cement, mortar, cutting oils, 
glue and paste adhesives. 
CITRA GEL incorporates an 
antiseptic agent to combat 
skin infections and industrial 
dermatitis. Hands will be left 
with a fresh lingering scent of 
natural orange.

-  Thick, paste-style 
    consistency
-  Contains multiple skin 
    conditioning additives
-  Rinses easily from cleaned 
    skin

CLEAN HANDS

CLEAN HANDS is a paste-style, 
hand cleanser that combines 
the mechanical cleaning action 
of fine particles, lanolin and 
fatty ester skin conditioners 
with a hydrocarbon base. 
CLEAN HANDS safely removes 
the most stubborn soils such 
as oil, grease, fresh paint, 
bitumen, resinous materials, 
cutting oils, glues and paste 
adhesives. 
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DIGITS

- Non-greasy after feel
- Mild pasting action
- Pleasantly scented

DIGITS is a hand cleanser that 
combines the mechanical 
cleaning action of fine 
particles, lanolin and fatty 
ester skin conditioners with 
a mild clay base to facilitate 
high emulsification of soils. 
DIGITS safely removes the 
most stubborn soils such as 
oils and greases. 

- Temperature stable
(0 deg - 45 deg Celsius)

- Pleasantly scented
- Built-in skin conditioning

agents

HANDIMAN

HANDIMAN is heavy-duty, gel 
hand cleaner that combines 
the mechanical action of micro 
fine particles, with a 
powerful but mild cleaning 
base to safely remove most 
stubborn industrial soils. 
HANDIMAN removes oil, 
grease, fresh paint, bitumen, 
vegetable and animal fats, 
resinous materials, printing 
ink (including process blue 
and warm red), cutting oils, 
cement, mortar, plaster, glues 
and paste adhesives. 

- Leaves no petroleum odour
on skin

- Built in non-plastic micro
fine particles

- High level surfactant system
for soil removal

HANDY

HANDY is a general hand gel 
with high level surfactants and 
emollients, including a mild 
iso-parrafin cleaning base to 
safely remove the most 
stubborn industrial soils.  

SIZE PART NO.

4Ltr HANDY4

5Ltr HANDY5

15Ltr HANDY15

20Ltr HANDY20

SIZE PART NO.

4Ltr DIGITS4

5Ltr DIGITS5

15Ltr DIGITS15

20Ltr DIGITS20

SIZE PART NO.

500mL HANDIMAN500

4Ltr HANDIMAN4

5Ltr HANDIMAN5

15Ltr HANDIMAN15

20Ltr HANDIMAN20

ALL-PRO CHEMICAL & CLEANING SUPPLIES



SIZE PART NO.

20Ltr PERFECT20

SIZE PART NO.

500mL POWERPASTE500

4Ltr POWERPASTE4

5Ltr POWERPASTE5

15Ltr POWERPASTE15

20Ltr POWERPASTE20

SIZE PART NO.

500mL SHIFT500

4Ltr SHIFT4

5Ltr SHIFT5

15Ltr SHIFT15

20Ltr SHIFT20

PERFECT

-  Thick, abrasive-free hand 
    cleaner
-  Tough on grime
-  Mild on skin

PERFECT is a petroleum-based, 
paste-style hand cleanser that 
safely removes the most 
stubborn soils such as oil, 
grease, fresh paint, bitumen, 
etc. 
PERFECT is mild on skin, 
containing lanolin and fatty 
ester skin conditioners as 
well as a hydrocarbon base. 

-  Abrasive-free
-  Pumpable for easy 
    application
-  High level emollient formula

POWER PASTE

POWER PASTE is a solvent free, 
gel hand cleaner for all skin 
types. It is a blend of natural 
bentonite clays, renewable 
modified esters and advanced 
surfactant technology. 
POWER PASTE will remove 
intense industrial dirt 
including waste, oil, metal 
dust, soot and many other 
skin contaminants. 

-  Low toxicity (unlike thinners) 
    = User safe
-  Inbuilt skin conditioners
-  Suitable for the spray 
    painting industry

SHIFT

SHIFT is a heavy-duty, paint 
peeler compound for use on 
hands and other skin areas. 
SHIFT effectively removes two 
pack epoxies, urethanes, 
silicone, rubber, gasket 
sealants, epoxy resins, 
polyester and vinyl ester 
resins, most polymers, 
adhesives, acrylics and 
many other paints, resins 
and sealants. 
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HEAVY DUTY CLEANERS

The diversity of surface types requiring the removal of 
various contaminants such as soil, grease and grime, is a broad 

demand that requires an even broader range of products to ensure 
optimum results. 

Our product range includes acid and caustic based cleaners as well as 
high range and mid-range alkali cleaners.

The complex surfactant systems formulated around these caustics and alkalis, 
add to the traits of foam strength, quick break ability, emulsification and 

suitability within food preparation and food processing areas.



SIZE PART NO.

10Kg GRENADE10

20Kg GRENADE20

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr STEAMCLEAN 5

15Ltr STEAMCLEAN 15

20Ltr STEAMCLEAN 20

205Ltr STEAMCLEAN 205

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr STONEY5

20Ltr STONEY20

GRENADE

-  Biodegradable
-  Foam controlled formula
-  Free-rinsing formula, leaves 
   zero residue

GRENADE is a heavy-duty, 
powder detergent with built-in 
surface-active agents. 
GRENADE easily penetrates the 
cellular structure of grease, 
oil, grime, dirt, fatty residues, 
and protein foodstuffs to allow 
for easy rinsing. Use GRENADE 
with confidence on driveways, 
garage floors, engineering 
shops and food processing 
areas.

CAUSTIC-BASED AGENTS

-  Safe for use in food 
    preparation & food 
    processing areas
-  Super strength, deep 
    penetrating formula
-  Can be applied manually or
    through a pressure cleaner

STEAM CLEAN

STEAM CLEAN is a super 
strength, caustic-based 
cleaner that powerfully cuts 
through grime, food-based 
greases on floors,  and 
non-stainless metal surfaces.  
Extensively used in degreasing 
workshop floors, heavy 
equipment and other surfaces 
that require a product with 
true grunt. Care is essential 
around stainless items and 
surfaces, as product can have 
an etching affect at strong 
concentrations. 

CAUSTIC-BASED AGENTS

-  Deep cleansing action
-  Controlled surfactants 
    system

STONEY

STONEY is a powerful, highly 
active, ceramic stain 
remover and restorer. STONEY 
is designed to absorb stains 
and soils that regular 
cleaning products cannot 
remove. STONEY removes deep 
stains as well as grey and 
yellow traffic build up. STONEY 
will restore the required 
surface to a like new condition.

CAUSTIC-BASED AGENTS
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BOTANICAL

-  Eco-friendly cleaner
-  High level, surface active 
    agents
-  Balanced pH to maximize 
    performance

BOTANICAL is an 
environmentally friendly, 
all-purpose cleaner, with 
unlimited applications.
BOTANICAL is ideal for 
cleaning woodwork, floors, 
ceiling fixtures, equipment, 
windows, doors, bathrooms, 
toilets and garbage tins. Citrus 
oils, incorporated into the 
formula, mask unwanted 
odours from a variety of 
sources. 

SURFACE SAFE 
HEAVY-DUTY CLEANERS

-  Effective heavy-duty cleaner
-  Provides a streak-free, 
    spot-free finish
-  Gentle on paintwork

K42

K42 is a thick, mobile liquid 
offering vertical cling in 
cleaning operations, from 
mining to general transport. 
As a concentrated vehicle 
shampoo, K42 is suitable for 
cabins, tyres, chassis, 
pantechs, trays, paintwork and 
glass surfaces. K42 requires 
minimal agitation to remove 
all traces of road film, bugs, 
dirt, grime and gas stains.

SURFACE SAFE 
HEAVY-DUTY CLEANERS

-  Caustic free
-  Powerful cleaning action
-  Pleasantly scented

MIGHTY CLEAN

MIGHTY CLEAN is a highly 
versatile, heavy-duty cleaner, 
that can be used on floors, 
buildings, stainless steel, and 
machinery, etc. 
MIGHTY CLEAN contains a 
unique blend of detergents, 
solvents and alkali builders to 
offer high grade concentrate 
cleaning on all surfaces. 

SURFACE SAFE 
HEAVY-DUTY CLEANERS

SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr MIGHTYCLEAN1

5Ltr MIGHTYCLEAN5

20Ltr MIGHTYCLEAN20

25Ltr MIGHTYCLEAN25

205Ltr MIGHTYCLEAN205

1000Ltr MIGHTYCLEAN1000

SIZE PART NO.

750mL BOTANICAL750

750mL
ROUND BOTANICAL750ROUND

5Ltr BOTANICAL5

20Ltr BOTANICAL20

25Ltr BOTANICAL25

205Ltr BOTANICAL205

1000Ltr BOTANICAL1000

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr K425

15Ltr K4215

20LTR K4220

ALL-PRO CHEMICAL & CLEANING SUPPLIES



SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr MINERSMATE5

20Ltr MINERSMATE20

205Ltr MINERSMATE205

1000Ltr MINERSMATE1000

SIZE PART NO.

20Ltr ORANGEPEEL20

205Ltr ORANGEPEEL205

1000Ltr ORANGEPEEL1000

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr SUPERGOLD5

20Ltr SUPERGOLD20

205Ltr SUPERGOLD205

1000Ltr SUPERGOLD1000

MINERS MATE

-  Biodegradable
-  User-friendly
-  Suitable for all washable 
    surfaces
-  “New age” formula 
    technology

MINERS MATE is a total mine 
cleaning solution, with 
 applications on metal, 
concrete, vinyl, plastic and 
rubber surfaces. 
MINERS MATE effectively picks 
up greasy soils, before holding 
them in suspension, making 
it easy to rinse or wipe away. 
This biodegradable product is 
free from hydrocarbon 
solvents.

SURFACE SAFE 
HEAVY-DUTY CLEANERS

-  Multi use heavy-duty cleaner
-  Rinses easily from cleaned 
    surfaces
-  Non-viscous concentrated 
    solution

ORANGE PEEL

ORANGE PEEL is an organic, 
citrus-based cleaner that cuts 
through grease, grime and 
other soilants within minutes. 
ORANGE PEEL is aggressive on 
grime, grease, and oil removal, 
leaving floor surfaces residue 
and stain free.

SURFACE SAFE 
HEAVY-DUTY CLEANERS

-  Biodegradable
-  Mid-range pH concentrate
-  Heavy-duty cleaner with 
    unlimited applications

SUPER GOLD

SUPER GOLD is a quick break, 
hard surface detergent that 
rapidly cuts through grime, 
grease, oil, carbon, inks, dyes, 
exhaust stains, wax and 
mildew. SUPER GOLD has 
unlimited applications from 
vehicles and machinery to 
general surfaces and 
paintwork. SUPER GOLD is safe 
on all hard surfaces, without 
harming sound paint work. 

SURFACE SAFE 
HEAVY-DUTY CLEANERS
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SUPER GREEN

-  Biodegradable & 
    eco-friendly
-  Quick break formula
-  Degreaser/super wash

SUPER GREEN is a 
solvent-based, hard surface 
cleaner with unlimited 
applications, from degreasing 
motors to cleaning grime 
ridden floors. When diluted, 
SUPER GREEN is also a 
proficient vehicle wash. SUPER 
GREEN is non-caustic and free 
from petroleum-based 
chemicals.

SURFACE SAFE 
HEAVY-DUTY CLEANERS

-  Safe for use in food 
    preparation & food 
    processing areas
-  Non-caustic & petro 
    solvent-free
-  Deep penetrating &
    emulsifying action

SUPERSOLVE

SUPERSOLVE is a mid-range 
pH, heavy-duty cleaner 
suitable for all washable 
surfaces. SUPERSOLVE has 
unlimited uses from the 
mining industry to kitchen 
appliances and surfaces 
including floors, range hoods, 
stainless steel surfaces and 
machinery. SUPERSOLVE 
contains a unique blend of 
detergents, solvents, and alkali 
builders to offer high-grade, 
concentrated cleaning. 

SURFACE SAFE 
HEAVY-DUTY CLEANERS

-  Safe to use on metal, vinyl, 
    plastic, concrete & rubber 
    surfaces
-  Penetrates & suspends soils  
    for easy removal
-  Controlled foam formula

AUTO SCRUBBER

AUTO SCRUBBER is a low foam, 
heavy-duty cleaner specifically 
designed for manual and 
mechanical scrubbing 
machines. AUTO SCRUBBER 
can be used in auto scrubbers, 
high pressure cleaners, spray 
and wipe applications or a 
mop and bucket.

AUTO FLOOR
SCRUBBING COMPOUNDS

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr AUTOSCRUBBER5

15Ltr AUTOSCRUBBER15

20Ltr AUTOSCRUBBER20

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr SUPERGREEN5

20Ltr SUPERGREEN20

205Ltr SUPERGREEN205

1000Ltr SUPERGREEN1000

SIZE PART NO.

750mL SUPERSOLVE750

5Ltr SUPERSOLVE5

20Ltr SUPERSOLVE20

25Ltr SUPERSOLVE25

205Ltr SUPERSOLVE205

1000Ltr SUPERSOLVE1000
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SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr CITRACLEAN5

15Ltr CITRACLEAN15

20Ltr CITRACLEAN20

205Ltr CITRACLEAN205

1000Ltr CITRACLEAN1000

SIZE PART NO.

20Ltr KLEENBREAK20

205Ltr KLEENBREAK205

1000Ltr KLEENBREAK1000

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr MASTER5

20Ltr MASTER20

205Ltr MASTER205

1000Ltr MASTER1000

CITRA CLEAN

-  Safe on all washable 
    surfaces
-  Heavy duty cleaner/
    degreaser
-  Pleasant, natural orange 
    odour
-  Slightly viscous for better 
    vertical cling

CITRA CLEAN is an organic, 
citrus-based cleaner that 
easily cuts through grease, 
grime and other soilants 
within minutes. 
CITRA CLEAN is very effective 
on vinyl, tiles, concrete, 
painted surfaces, rubber, 
metal, plastic and carpets.
CITRA CLEAN has been widely 
used in the mining industry 
as a machine degreaser for 
grease, oil, and grime.

HIGH ALKALINE
CLEANING AGENTS

-  Ultimate “Quick Break” 
    formula
-  Heavy-duty cleaner/
    degreaser vehicle wash
-  Concentrated for greater 
    economy in use

KLEEN BREAK

KLEEN BREAK is the ultimate 
heavy-duty, quick break 
cleaner for the mining 
industry. For many uses, KLEEN 
BREAK can be diluted as much 
as 1 part product to 60 parts 
water. Various dilutions can be 
tried to achieve the desired 
result. Spray, mop or wipe onto 
soiled areas, allow to work and 
then wipe, mop or hose off. No 
rinsing is necessary.

HIGH ALKALINE
CLEANING AGENTS

-  Quick break formula
-  Concentrated & aggressive
-  High level water soluble 
    solvent cleaner/degreaser
-  Biodegradable

MASTER

MASTER is a quick break, 
heavy-duty degreaser with 
unlimited applications. 
MASTER integrates high-grade 
cleaning agents, including 
water soluble solvents, alkali  
builders and low-level 
surfactants to aggressively cut 
through grime, leaving 
surfaces free from grease 
nd solid build ups. 

HIGH ALKALINE
CLEANING AGENTS
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THE DEGREASER

-  Free-rinsing, quick break 
    formula
-  Concentrated cleaner/
    degreaser
-  High-level, water soluble 
    solvent

THE DEGREASER is a 
biodegradable, hard surface 
cleaner with unlimited 
applications. 
THE DEGREASER has been built 
as a concentrated, quick break 
formula, that is safe to use on 
most surfaces. 
THE DEGREASER is a powerful, 
low cost product for specific 
applications.

HIGH ALKALINE
CLEANING AGENTS

-  Non-caustic, heavy-duty 
    cleaner
-  Safe for use in food 
    preparation & food 
    processing areas
-  Concentrated formula = 
    greater economy in use

ULTRA CLEAN

ULTRA CLEAN is a high alkaline, 
non-caustic based cleaner that 
picks up greasy soils, holding 
them in suspension, before 
they are easily wiped or rinsed 
away. ULTRA CLEAN penetrates 
layers of grease, grime, ink, 
floor wax, dye, scoot, creosote, 
crankcase oil, drippings and 
other stubborn stains on 
metal, concrete, vinyl, plastic 
and various rubber surfaces.

HIGH ALKALINE
CLEANING AGENTS

-  Fast acting
-  Rinses freely from cleaned 
    surfaces
-  Suitable for removing build 
    up on concrete trucks, 
    agitators & equipment

CRETE CLEAN

CRETE CLEAN is a 
concentrated, inhibited 
acid-cleaning compound, that 
easily removes all traces of 
lime, cement, scale build-up, 
organic deposits, rust, grease 
and oil from metal and 
masonry surfaces. 

ACID-BASED CLEANERS

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr CRETECLEAN5

15Ltr CRETE CLEAN15

20Ltr CRETECLEAN20

205Ltr CRETECLEAN205

1000Ltr CRETECLEAN1000

SIZE PART NO.

20Ltr THEDEGREASER20

205Ltr THEDEGREASER205

1000Ltr THEDEGREASER1000

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr ULTRACLEAN5

20Ltr ULTRACLEAN20

205LTR ULTRACLEAN205

1000Ltr ULTRACLEAN1000

ALL-PRO CHEMICAL & CLEANING SUPPLIES
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MULTI  PURPOSE CLEANERS

Our multi-purpose compounds are safe to use on any 
surface where water is safe to apply. Products within this range vary in 

viscosity, odour or lack thereof (allowing for safe use in food preparation and 
food processing areas), colour, foaming strength and presence of water 
soluble solvents. The versatility of this range is able to meet full market 

demands of eco-friendly, cost effective, high performance results.



SIZE PART NO.

750mL CL7750

5Ltr CL75

15Ltr CL715

20Ltr CL720

25Ltr CL725

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr COMPLETE5

15Ltr COMPLETE15

20Ltr COMPLETE20

SIZE PART NO.

750mL EASIKLEEN750

750mL
ROUND EASIKLEEN750ROUND

5Ltr EASIKLEEN5

15Ltr EASIKLEEN15

20Ltr EASIKLEEN20

CL7

-  Easy to use, simply spray 
    & wipe
-  Non-fragranced
-  Built-in, water soluble 
    solvents
-  Neutral pH

CL7 has been the benchmark 
product at ALL PRO for over 
20 years. As a pH neutral,  
non-perfumed general cleaner, 
CL7 is safe for use in all food 
preparation and food 
processing areas.

-  Safe for use in food 
    preparation & food 
    processing areas
-  Highly concentrated product
-  Easy to use
-  Biodegradable

COMPLETE

COMPLETE is the essential 
surface cleaner. It is safe for 
every surface including 
polished floors and food 
preparation and food 
processing areas. 
COMPLETE is fragrance free, 
pH neutral, biodegradable and 
contains zero petro solvents.

-  Quick “spray and wipe” 
    action on the toughest grime
-  Pleasant to use
-  Concentrated for diluting 
    (where needed)

EASI KLEEN

EASI KLEEN is a “new age” soil            
removal agent, that effectively 
removes general grime and 
soap scum from most hard 
and soft surfaces. EASI KLEEN 
quickly and safely removes 
carbon, nicotine, mildew, oil, 
ink, fats, general grime and 
many other soils and stains 
from most washable surfaces.
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ENVIRO MAGIC

- High detergency with strong
grease cutting action

- Eco & user-friendly

ENVIRO MAGIC is a highly 
concentrated, natural tea tree 
oil and eucalypt oil based 
cleaner. 
ENVIRO MAGIC performs well in 
both general and heavy-duty 
cleaning tasks and is safe for 
use on all surface types. 
When diluted, ENVIRO MAGIC is 
a great spray and wipe and 
proficient floor mopping 
solution. 

- Thick, mobile, pine-based
cleaner

- Water dilutable
- Environmentally friendly

ENVIRO CLEAN

ENVIRO CLEAN is a versatile, 
pine -based, all-purpose 
cleaner that rapidly cuts 
through grease and grime 
within seconds. 
ENVIRO CLEAN can be safely 
applied to all laminates, sound 
painted surfaces, vinyl, timber, 
metal, linoleum, and natural 
and synthetic fibers. 

- Powerful, super concentrate
- Safe for use in food

preparation & food
processing areas

- Neutral pH

HURRICANE

HURRICANE is a versatile 
product that cleans everything 
from hard floors and vehicles 
to stainless steel benchtops, 
upholstery and glass. 
HURRICANE is a truly 
heavy-duty performer, that 
will remove grime, oil, grease, 
food residue and many other 
soilants.

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr HURRICANE5

20Ltr HURRICANE20

205Ltr HURRICANE205

1000Ltr HURRICANE10000

SIZE PART NO.

750mL ENVIROMAGIC750

750mL
ROUND

ENVIROMAGIC
750ROUND

1Ltr ENVIROMAGIC1

5Ltr ENVIROMAGIC5

15Ltr ENVIROMAGIC15

20Ltr ENVIROMAGIC20

25Ltr ENVIROMAGIC25

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr ENVIROCLEAN5

15Ltr ENVIROCLEAN15

20Ltr ENVIROCLEAN20

ALL-PRO CHEMICAL & CLEANING SUPPLIES



SIZE PART NO.

750mL NATURESSOLUTION750

5Ltr NATURESSOLUTION5

15Ltr NATURESSOLUTION15

20Ltr NATURESSOLUTION20

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr OBM5

15Ltr OBM15

20Ltr OBM20

205Ltr OBM205

1000Ltr OBM1000

SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr PAINTPRECLEAN1

5Ltr PAINTPRECLEAN5

NATURES SOLUTION

-  Eco-friendly solution
-  Safe on all washable 
    surfaces
-  Highly concentrated

NATURES SOLUTION is a highly 
concentrated, all-purpose 
cleaning solution. 
NATURES SOLUTION may be 
used safely and effectively in 
any area where water can be 
safely applied. 
NATURES SOLUTION contains 
vanilla bean and herb extracts, 
masking unwanted odours 
from a variety of sources.

-  Unlimited applications
-  Natural orange odour with 
    high detergency
-  Viscous, to aid vertical cling 
    on required surfaces

O.B.M.

O.B.M is a highly concentrated, 
general cleaner with unlimited 
applications, from washing 
transport vehicles to general 
household cleaning. 
O.B.M has a mid-range pH, 
making it safe for all surface 
types. When diluted, O.B.M is 
a great spray and wipe and 
proficient floor mopping 
solution.

-  Dirt & contaminants will 
    be emulsified & rinsed away 
    with minimal effort
-  Highly concentrated
-  Fast-acting

PAINT PRE-CLEAN

PAINT PRE-CLEAN is a versatile 
paint preparation and general 
cleaning agent. 
PAINT PRE-CLEAN is a quick 
and easy way to clean 
surfaces ready for painting for 
both interior and exterior 
surfaces. PAINT PRE-CLEAN is 
also an ideal concentrated 
surface cleaner for building 
and home exterior cleaning on 
all washable surfaces. 
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RESULT

- Pleasantly scented
- Safe on any washable

surface
- Neutral pH
- Heavy-duty cleaner &

degreaser

RESULT is a highly 
concentrated, heavy-duty 
cleaning agent with added 
fragrance. RESULT is a versatile 
product that acts as both a 
general cleaner/degreaser and 
spray and wipe.

- Safe for use in food
preparation & food
processing areas

- Simply “spray & wipe” or
“spray & air dry”

- Non-toxic

SAN SPRAY SS36

SAN SPRAY SS36 is a light-duty 
cleaner with high grade 
sanitising properties. This 
non-toxic spray and wipe, 
efficiently sanitises kitchens, 
dining areas, chairs, and 
furnishings, etc. 
SAN SPRAY SS36 contains both 
surface active and sanitising 
agents, with grease cutting 
solvents.

- Fresh, lemon scent
- Biodegradable
- Safe on any washable

surface

TOPAZ

TOPAZ is a non-alkaline,
multipurpose cleaner that 
effectively cleans polished 
floors and any washable 
surface, such as bench tops, 
upholstery, mirrors, and 
stainless steel. 
TOPAZ easily emulsifies soils 
on polished floors (throughout 
the mopping process), without 
damaging cured polymers.

SIZE PART NO.

750mL TOPAZ750

15Ltr TOPAZ15

20Ltr TOPAZ20

SIZE PART NO.

750mL RESULT750

750mL
ROUND RESULT 750ROUND

5Ltr RESULT5

15Ltr RESULT15

20Ltr RESULT20

205Ltr RESULT205

1000Ltr RESULT1000

SIZE PART NO.

750mL SANSPRAYSS36750

5Ltr SANSPRAYSS365

15Ltr SANSPRAYSS3615

20Ltr SANSPRAYSS3620
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SIZE PART NO.

500mL US&W500

750mL US&W750

5Ltr US&W5

15Ltr US&W15

SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr TOTAL1

5Ltr TOTAL5

15Ltr TOTAL15

20Ltr TOTAL20

TOTAL

-  Concentrated
-  Unlimited cleaning 
    applications
-  Pleasantly scented

TOTAL is a versatile, 
non-solvent, non-caustic 
detergent, that can be safely 
used on all surface types, 
including polished floors. 
TOTAL is user-friendly, 
biodegradable and contains a 
high-grade fragrance. 

SIZE PART NO.

750mL ZEST750

5Ltr ZEST5

20Ltr ZEST20

ZEST

-  Pleasantly scented
-  Free flowing liquid

ZEST is a heavy-duty, 
all-purpose cleaner with 
built in ammonia. Versatile 
and pleasant to use, ZEST's 
thicker formulation clings to 
soiled surfaces. ZEST is safe to 
use on any washable surface 
including walls, floors, toilets, 
showers, stoves, bench tops, 
windows, sinks, paint work, 
laminex and vinyl.

-  Natural, lactic acid-based 
    formula
-  Fast acting
-  Pleasantly scented

ULTIMATE SPRAY & WIPE

ULTIMATE SPRAY & WIPE is a 
truly remarkable, ready-to-use 
spray and wipe solution. 
ULTIMATE SPRAY & WIPE is 
super strong and safe for all 
washable surfaces. It removes 
grime within seconds, leaving 
surfaces clean and fresh.
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HEAVY DUTY DISINFECTANTS

The removal of soap scum, mould, rust stains, hard water staining and general 
grime are the main demands placed upon our heavy disinfectant range. 

Products based around acids such as phosphoric, 
hydrochloric, lactic and sulphamic acids as well as chlorine-based products, 

achieve the breakdown and easy removal of foreign matter on tile, porcelain, 
concrete, epoxy coated, glass and soundly painted surfaces. Various levels of 

viscosity, scent and surfactant levels, add to the products overall performance. 



SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr ORGANACIDE1

5Ltr ORGANACIDE5

20Ltr ORGANACIDE20

205Ltr ORGANACIDE205

1000Ltr ORGANACIDE1000

SIZE PART NO.

750mL TBC750

5Ltr TBC5

15Ltr TBC15

20Ltr TBC20

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr TRUEBLUE5

15Ltr TRUEBLUE15

20Ltr TRUEBLUE20

25Ltr TRUEBLUE25

1000Ltr TRUEBLUE1000

ORGANACIDE

-  Pleasantly scented to leave
    cleaned surfaces, germ free 
    & deodorized 
-  Safe to use in septic toilet 
   systems

ORGANACIDE is a special, lactic 
acid-based, total bath room 
cleaner and de-scaler. 
ORGANACIDE effectively and 
easily removes fat and soap 
residues, scale build-up, 
mould growth and general 
grime. ORGANACIDE is an
eco-friendly and septic safe 
product, that complies with 
TGA standards as a commercial 
grade disinfectant.

ORGANIC-ACID 
CLEANERS

-  Complies with TGA standards 
    as a commercial grade 
    disinfectant
-  Pleasantly scented to leave
    cleaned surfaces, germ free 
    & deodorized
-  Safe to use in septic toilet 
    systems

TBC

TBC is an organic-based, total 
bathroom cleaner and 
de-scaler. It effectively and 
easily removes fat and soap 
residues, scale build-up, 
mould growth and general 
grime from the toilet to the 
shower screen.

ORGANIC-ACID 
CLEANERS

-  Non-phosphate
-  Pleasantly scented to leave
    cleaned surfaces, germ free 
    & deodorized

TRUE BLUE

TRUE BLUE is an 
organic-based, total 
bathroom cleaner and 
de-scaler. It effectively and 
easily removes fat and soap 
residues, scale build-up, 
mould growth and general 
grime. TRUE BLUE is safe to 
use in septic toilet systems 
and complies to TGA standards 
as a commercial grade 
disinfectant.

ORGANIC-ACID 
CLEANERS
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SCOOT

- Easily removes body wastes
& fats, soap scum, mould,
rust stains, water marks,
grease grime, algae & other
soilants without harsh
scouring

- Pleasant, fresh fragrance

SCOOT is a phosphoric 
acid-based, thick mobile liquid 
that provides vertical cling in 
toilet bowls and urinals. 
SCOOT dilutes to a 
free-flowing solution for 
spraying and mopping 
applications. 

PHOSPHORIC
ACID-BASED AGENTS

- Use on any bathroom
washable surface including
tiles, concrete, stainless
steel, porcelain, etc.

- Excellent for use through
foam applicators

STERILIZER

STERILIZER is a slightly viscous 
compound with built-in acids, 
alkali compounds and highly 
active surfactants. 
Effective on tile and epoxy 
coated flooring, STERILIZER 
is specifically designed to 
remove the widest range of 
soilant types from rust stains, 
soap scum and yellowing 
stains to grime and oily 
residues.

PHOSPHORIC
ACID-BASED AGENTS

- Free flowing phosphoric
acid-based bathroom &
toilet bowl cleaner

- Pleasantly scented to leave
cleaned surfaces, germ free
& deodorized

- Excellent for use through
foam applicators

TRIPLE ACTION PLUS

TRIPLE ACTION PLUS is a 
special acid-based formula 
which combines special 
germicidal, wetting, 
emulsifying and deodorising 
additives to provide the most 
effective product of this type 
available. It easily removes 
body wastes and fats, soap 
scum, mould, rust stains, water 
marks, grease, grime, algae 
and other soilants without 
harsh scouring.

PHOSPHORIC
ACID-BASED AGENTS

SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr TAP1

5Ltr TAP5

15Ltr TAP15

20Ltr TAP20

25Ltr TAP25

SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr SCOOT1

5Ltr SCOOT5

15Ltr SCOOT15

20Ltr SCOOT20

25Ltr SCOOT25

SIZE PART NO.

750mL
ROUND STERILIZER750ROUND

750mL STERILIZER750

5Ltr STERILIZER5

15Ltr STERILIZER15

20Ltr STERILIZER20

ALL-PRO CHEMICAL & CLEANING SUPPLIES



SIZE PART NO.

750mL DOMINATE750

5Ltr DOMINATE5

15Ltr DOMINATE15

20Ltr DOMINATE20

SIZE PART NO.

750mL VANISH750

5Ltr VANISH5

20Ltr VANISH20

25Ltr VANISH25

SIZE PART NO.

750mL STERICLEAN750

15Ltr STERICLEAN15

20Ltr STERICLEAN20

DOMINATE

-  Used extensively in cleaning 
    toilet bowls, urinals, sink & 
    other washroom surfaces
-  Thick mobile liquid

DOMINATE integrates a special 
blend of wetting agents, alkali 
builders and sodium 
hypochlorite to clean and 
sanitize all areas where 
stubborn stains and bacteria 
are a problem. DOMINATE is a 
very active mould killer and 
fast acting algaecide. 

CHLORINE-BASED
DISINFECTANTS

-  Mould, Fungi and Algae killer 
    & preventative solution
-  Scientifically formulated to
    remove mould growth from 
    brickwork, tiles, cement, 
    concrete & woodwork 

VANISH

VANISH actively destroys 
mould, mildew, fungi and 
algae and also acts as a 
preventative solution. 
VANISH penetrates deep into 
porous surfaces to destroy 
mould spores and thus retard 
regrowth. VANISH also contains 
built-in biodegradable 
detergents to make easy 
rinsing of dead growth.

CHLORINE-BASED
DISINFECTANTS

-  Heavy-duty non-acid 
    cleaner/steriliser
-  Safe to use in food 
    preparation & processing 
    areas

STERICLEAN

STERICLEAN is a heavy-duty, 
germicidal cleaner that 
combines special germicidal, 
wetting and emulsifying 
additives to provide the most 
effective product of this type 
available. STERICLEAN 
penetrates layers of greasy 
and grimy soilants including, 
proteinaceous-based 
substances on metal, 
concrete, vinyl, plastic and 
rubber surfaces.

ALKALI-BASED
CLEANERS
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ODOUR CONTROL & MASKING AGENTS

GENERAL DISINFECTANTS,

Compliance to Therapeutic Goods Act standards, an ability to provide 
lasting freshness and emulsifying general soils are the base standards used, when 

developing our general disinfectant range.
Offering customers, a variety of fragrant options, levels of dilution strength 

for controlled usage and surfactant strength to attack various level of foreign 
build-up, are all key components within this range. 

Our general disinfectants are all high level reodorants to mask unwanted and 
unpleasant smells from drains, high traffic restrooms and waste material receptacles. 

Airline compliant toilet additives and portable toilet additives 
along with virucide and hospital grade disinfectants round out this range.  



SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr BLUESAN5

15Ltr BLUESAN15

20Ltr BLUESAN20

SIZE PART NO.

750mL BORONIA750

5Ltr BORONIA5

15Ltr BORONIA15

20Ltr BORONIA20

25Ltr BORONIA25

205Ltr BORONIA205

1000Ltr BORONIA1000

SIZE PART NO.

750mL EUCALYPT750

5Ltr EUCALYPT5

15Ltr EUCALYPT15

20Ltr EUCALYPT20

25Ltr EUCALYPT25

205Ltr EUCALYPT205

1000Ltr EUCALYPT1000

BLUESAN

-  Incorporates high grade 
    bactericides to effectively 
    control various pathogens
-  Available with or without 
    Dye

BLUESAN is a broad-spectrum, 
disinfectant and deodoriser 
that effectively controls 
obnoxious odours and 
bacterial activity in portable 
and recirculating toilet 
systems. 
Through a series of high grade 
chemical reactions, BLUESAN’S 
unique formula combines 
environmentally-safe, raw 
compounds to effectively 
combat odours within portable 
toilets. 

PORTABLE TOILET
CLEANER

-  Meets TGA standards as a 
    commercial grade 
    disinfectant
-  Built-in soil emulsifiers
-  Sweet boronia scent

BORONIA

BORONIA is an economical 
commercial grade 
disinfectant/deodoriser, 
with a dilution ratio of 1 part 
concentrate to 40 parts water. 
Containing 2% germicidal 
active agents, BORONIA is 
a highly effective cleaner/
deoderiser with a long-lasting, 
sweet scent.

SUPERIOR GRADE
DISINFECTANTS

-  Contains 2% germicidal  
    active agents
-  Dilution ratio of 1:40
-  Long-lasting, eucalyptus 
    scent

EUCALYPT

EUCALYPT is a general 
disinfectant/deodoriser 
containing a sweet eucalyptus 
fragrance. With advanced 
surface-active agents and 
built-in soil emulsifiers, 
EUCALYPT is a powerful 
all-round cleaner, meeting 
TGA standards as a 
commercial grade 
disinfectant. 

SUPERIOR GRADE
DISINFECTANTS
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EXIT

-  Built-in soil emulsifiers
-  Lasting, fresh vanilla scent

EXIT is a general disinfectant/
cleaner/deodoriser containing 
built-in soil emulsifiers and a 
lasting vanilla fragrance. With 
2% germicidal active agents 
and a dilution ratio of 1:40, 
EXIT is an economical product 
that meets TGA standards as a 
commercial grade disinfectant. 
EXIT is safe on any washable 
surface including carpets 
and is effective in hot or cold 
water.

SUPERIOR GRADE
DISINFECTANTS

-  2% germicide with built-in 
    soil emulsifiers
-  Dilution rate of 1:40
-  Sweet, spicy fragrance

FRESH SPICE

As a general disinfectant/
deodoriser/cleaner with 
advanced surface-active 
agents, FRESH SPICE is an 
economical product that 
meets TGA standards as a 
commercial grade disinfectant. 
FRESH SPICE emits a sweet, 
spicy fragrance and contains 
built-in soil emulsifiers.

SUPERIOR GRADE
DISINFECTANTS

-  Meets TGA standards as a 
    commercial grade 
    disinfectant
-  2% germicide with built-in 
    soil emulsifiers
-  Lasting, lavender scent

LAVENDER FRESH

LAVENDER FRESH is a general 
disinfectant/deodoriser with a 
dilution ratio of 1 parts 
concentrate to 40 parts water.
LAVENDER FRESH is an 
excellent cleaning agent, that 
contains advanced 
surface-active properties 
and a lavender fragrance.

SUPERIOR GRADE
DISINFECTANTS

SIZE PART NO.

750mL LAVFRESH750

5Ltr LAVFRESH5

15Ltr LAVFRESH15

20Ltr LAVFRESH20

25Ltr LAVFRESH25

205Ltr LAVFRESH205

1000Ltr LAVFRESH1000

SIZE PART NO.

750mL EXIT750

5Ltr EXIT5

20Ltr EXIT20

205Ltr EXIT205

1000Ltr EXIT1000

SIZE PART NO.

750mL FRESHSPICE750

5Ltr FRESHSPICE5

15Ltr FRESHSPICE15

20Ltr FRESHSPICE20

25Ltr FRESHSPICE25

205Ltr FRESHSPICE205

1000Ltr FRESHSPICE1000
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SIZE PART NO.

750mL LEMFRESH750

5Ltr LEMFRESH5

15Ltr LEMFRESH15

20Ltr LEMFRESH20

25Ltr LEMFRESH25

205Ltr LEMFRESH205

1000Ltr LEMFRESH1000

SIZE PART NO.

750mL LEMLIME750

5Ltr LEMLIME5

15Ltr LEMLIME15

20Ltr LEMLIME20

25Ltr LEMLIME25

205Ltr LEMLIME205

1000Ltr LEMLIME1000

SIZE PART NO.

750mL LOF750

5Ltr LOF5

15Ltr LOF15

20Ltr LOF20

25Ltr LOF25

205Ltr LOF205

1000Ltr LOF1000

LEMON FRESH

-  Meets TGA standards as a 
    commercial grade 
    disinfectant
-  Dilutes up to 1:40
-  2% germicide with built-in 
    soil emulsifiers

LEMON FRESH is a general 
disinfectant/deodoriser with a 
long-lasting lemon fragrance. 
LEMON FRESH is ideal for 
cleaning and disinfecting 
woodwork, floors, ceilings, 
fixtures, equipment, windows, 
doors, bathrooms, toilets, 
garbage bins, furniture, car 
and bus interiors, etc.

SUPERIOR GRADE
DISINFECTANTS

-  Meets TGA standards as a 
    commercial grade 
    disinfectant
-  2% germicide with built-in 
    soil emulsifiers
-  Sweet lemon/lime fragrance

LEMON LIME

LEMON LIME is a commercial 
grade disinfectant/deodoriser 
with advanced surface-active 
agents. 
LEMON LIME contains a sweet 
lemon/lime fragrance and 
dilutes at a ratio of 1 part 
concentrate to 40 parts water. 

SUPERIOR GRADE
DISINFECTANTS

-  Controls & absorbs 
    malodours
-  Overcomes unhygienic & 
    unpleasant odours as a 
    result of pets, mustiness, 
    vomit, perspiration, urine, 
    garbage & other soilants

LINGER ON FLORAL

LINGER ON FLORAL is a super 
strong, deodorising 
disinfectant that provides 
excellent germ control and 
high residual air freshness. 
LINGER ON FLORAL is suitable 
for general cleaning and 
disinfecting both inside and 
outside of commercial and 
domestic premises.

SUPERIOR GRADE
DISINFECTANTS
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LINGER ON HERBAL

- Controls & absorbs
malodours

- Overcomes unhygienic &
unpleasant odours as a
result of pets, mustiness,
vomit, perspiration, urine,
garbage & other soilants

LINGER ON HERBAL is a super 
strong, deodorising 
disinfectant that provides 
excellent germ control and 
high residual air freshness. 
LINGER ON HERBAL is suitable 
for general cleaning and 
disinfecting both inside and 
outside of commercial and 
domestic premises.

SUPERIOR GRADE
DISINFECTANTS

- Controls & absorbs
malodours

- Overcomes unhygienic &
unpleasant odours as a
result of pets, mustiness,
vomit, perspiration, urine,
garbage & other soilants

LINGER ON MUSK

LINGER ON MUSK is a super 
strong, deodorising 
disinfectant that provides 
excellent germ control and 
high residual air freshness. 
LINGER ON MUSK is suitable 
for general cleaning and 
disinfecting both inside and 
outside of commercial and 
domestic premises.

SUPERIOR GRADE
DISINFECTANTS

- Meets TGA standards as a
commercial grade
disinfectant

- Built-in soil emulsifiers
- Long-lasting, musk scent

MIRACLE MUSK

MIRACLE MUSK is a 
commercial grade disinfectant 
which meets the Therapeutic 
Goods Act requirements at 
a breakdown ratio of 1 part 
concentrate to 40 parts water. 
MIRACLE MUSK is suitable for 
use in both hard and soft 
water regions, and 
incorporates a premium 
quality, musk fragrance to 
provide a long-lasting smell of 
freshness.

SUPERIOR GRADE
DISINFECTANTS

SIZE PART NO.

750mL MIRMUSK750

5Ltr MIRMUSK5

15Ltr MIRMUSK15

20Ltr MIRMUSK20

25Ltr MIRMUSK25

205Ltr MIRMUSK205

1000Ltr MIRMUSK1000

SIZE PART NO.

750mL LOH750

5Ltr LOH5

15Ltr LOH15

20Ltr LOH20

25Ltr LOH25

205Ltr LOH205

1000Ltr LOH1000

SIZE PART NO.

750mL LOM750

5Ltr LOM5

15Ltr LOM15

20Ltr LOM20

25Ltr LOM25

205Ltr LOM205

1000Ltr LOM1000
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SIZE PART NO.

750mL NATURESWAY750

5Ltr NATURESWAY5

15Ltr NATURESWAY15

20Ltr NATURESWAY20

SIZE PART NO.

750mL PINE20750

5Ltr PINE205

15Ltr PINE2015

20Ltr PINE2020

25Ltr PINE2025

205Ltr PINE20205

1000Ltr PINE201000

SIZE PART NO.

750mL ROSEG750

5Ltr ROSEG5

15Ltr ROSEG15

20Ltr ROSEG20

25Ltr ROSEG25

205Ltr ROSEG205

1000Ltr ROSEG1000

NATURES WAY

-  Meets TGA standards as a 
    commercial grade
    disinfectant
-  Retards the activity of 
    Bar Flies
-  User-friendly

NATURES WAY is a tea tree 
based, natural cleaner/
sanitiser that effectively kills 
gram positive and gram 
negative bacteria including 
Staphylococcus aureas, 
Escherichia coli, Faecal 
coliform and Faecal 
steptocolli. NATURES WAY is 
ideal for cleaning and 
disinfecting woodwork, floors, 
ceilings, fixtures, equipment, 
windows, doors, bathrooms, 
toilets, garbage tins and 
furniture.

SUPERIOR GRADE
DISINFECTANTS

-  Meets TGA standards as a 
    commercial grade 
    disinfectant
-  2% germicide with built-in 
    soil emulsifiers
-  Lasting, fresh scent

PINE 20

PINE 20 is a general 
disinfectant/deodoriser 
containing a sweet, pine 
fragrance. With a dilution ratio 
of 1 part concentrate to 
40 parts water, PINE 20 is 
effective against three strains 
of Legionella: Legionella 
pneumophilia, Legionella 
longbeachae and Legionella 
bozeman.

SUPERIOR GRADE
DISINFECTANTS

-  3% germicide
-  Biodegradable
-  Dilutes up to 1:20

ROSE GARDEN

ROSE GARDEN is a rose 
scented, general disinfectant/
deodoriser which meets the 
Therapeutic Goods Act. With 
built in soil emulsifiers, ROSE 
GARDEN is ideal for cleaning 
and disinfecting woodwork, 
floors, ceilings, fixtures, 
equipment, windows, doors, 
bathrooms, toilets, garbage 
bins, furniture, car and bus 
interiors.

SUPERIOR GRADE
DISINFECTANTS
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SPRING

-  Meets TGA standards as a 
    commercial grade 
    disinfectant
-  Built-in soil emulsifiers
-  Fresh, citrus-style fragrance

SPRING is a pleasantly 
perfumed, surface 
disinfectant/deodoriser for all 
washroom and general areas. 
As a 2% germicide active 
cleaner, SPRING can dilute up 
to 1 part concentrate to 20 
parts water. 

SUPERIOR GRADE
DISINFECTANTS

-  2% germicide active
-  Built-in soil emulsifiers
-  Fresh, floral fragrance

STOP IT

STOP IT is a commercial grade 
disinfectant which meets the 
Therapeutic Goods Act 
requirements at a breakdown 
ratio of 1 part concentrate to 
40 parts water. 
STOP IT is effective in both hot 
or cold water and can be 
safely applied on any 
washable surface including 
carpets. 

SUPERIOR GRADE
DISINFECTANTS

-  Meets TGA standards as a 
    commercial grade 
    disinfectant
-  Built-in soil emulsifiers
-  Lasting, fresh scent

TUTTI FRUTTI

TUTTI FRUTTI is a 2% germicide 
active, general disinfectant/
deodoriser with a fruity 
fragrance. TUTTI FRUTTI is ideal 
for cleaning and disinfecting 
woodwork, floors, ceilings, 
fixtures, equipment, windows, 
doors, bathrooms, toilets, 
garbage bins, furniture, car 
and bus interiors, etc. As a 
biodegradable cleaner, 
suitable for use in both hard 
and soft water regions, TUTTI 
FRUTTI can be diluted up to 1 
part concentrate to 40 parts 
water.

SUPERIOR GRADE
DISINFECTANTS

SIZE PART NO.

750mL TUTTIF750

5Ltr TUTTIF5

15Ltr TUTTIF15

20Ltr TUTTIF20

25Ltr TUTTIF25

205Ltr TUTTIF205

1000Ltr TUTTIF1000

SIZE PART NO.

250mL SPRING250

750mL SPRING750

750mL
ROUND SPRING750ROUND

5Ltr SPRING5

20Ltr SPRING20

205Ltr SPRING205

1000Ltr SPRING1000

SIZE PART NO.

750mL STOPIT750

5Ltr STOPIT5

15Ltr STOPIT15

20Ltr STOPIT20

25Ltr STOPIT25

205Ltr STOPIT205

1000Ltr STOPIT1000
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SIZE PART NO.

750mL EUCO1750

5Ltr EUCO15

15Ltr EUCO115

20Ltr EUCO120

25Ltr EUCO125

205Ltr EUCO1205

1000Ltr EUCO11000

SIZE PART NO.

750mL LEMONX750

5Ltr LEMONX5

15Ltr LEMONX15

20Ltr LEMONX20

25Ltr LEMONX25

205Ltr LEMONX205

1000Ltr LEMONX1000

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr PHENYLE5

20Ltr PHENYLE20

EUCO 1

-  2% germicide with built-in 
    soil emulsifiers
-  Sweet, eucalyptus scent

EUCO 1 is an economically 
priced, general disinfectant/
deodoriser with a eucalyptus 
fragrance. 
EUCO 1 is suitable for use in 
hard and soft water regions 
and incorporates a premium 
quality fragrance to provide a 
long-lasting smell of 
freshness. 
EUCO 1 is biodegradable and 
meets TGA standards as a 
commercial grade disinfectant.

BUDGET GRADE
DISINFECTANTS

-  Meets TGA standards as a 
    Commercial Grade 
    Disinfectant
-  2% germicide with built-in 
    soil emulsifiers
-  Sweet lemon odour

LEMON X

LEMON X is an economically 
priced general disinfectant/
deodoriser containing a strong 
lemon fragrance. 
As a disinfectant/cleaner/
deodoriser, LEMON X is an 
excellent budget priced 
formula with a dilution ratio 
of 1:20.

BUDGET GRADE
DISINFECTANTS

-  Meets TGA standards as a 
    commercial grade 
    disinfectant
-  Unique phenolic scent

PHENYLE

PHENYLE is a phenolic-based 
cleaner, deodoriser and 
disinfectant that effectively 
kills gram positive and gram 
negative bacteria including 
Staphylococcus aureus and 
Escherichia coli. With built-in 
soil emulsifiers, PHENYLE is 
a super strong reodorant for 
overcoming malodours. 

PHENOLIC STYLED
PRODUCTS
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MASK

-  Ultimate odour-control 
    compound
-  Built-in soil removal agents
-  Controls & absorbs 
    malodours in a variety of 
    areas

MASK is a concentrated, 
menthol-based disinfectant 
and malodour suppressant 
that contains built-in soil 
removal agents. MASK emits a 
unique smelling, odour-control 
reodorant that controls and 
absorbs malodours in a variety 
of areas. MASK is excellent for 
overcoming stale, 
unhygienic and unpleasant 
odours as a result of pets, 
mustiness, vomit, perspiration, 
urine and other sources.

ODOUR CONTROL &
MASKING AGENTS

-  Organic breakdown process 
   of protein-based materials
-  Built-in soil emulsifiers
-  Lasting, fresh scent

ODOUR BAN

ODOUR BAN is a sweet, 
cherry-based concentrated 
disinfectant and malodour 
suppressant which absorbs 
and neutralizes a variety of 
organic odour problems. With 
a simple application, ODOUR 
BAN breaks down protein 
molecules to overcome odours 
caused by vomit, urine, 
tobacco, cigarettes, pet smells, 
and refuse, leaving a fresh, 
lasting scent in its place. 

ODOUR CONTROL &
MASKING AGENTS

-  Non-fragranced
-  Safe on any washable 
    surface including carpets
-  Effective in hot or cold water

CONTROL

CONTROL is a hospital-grade 
disinfectant which meets the 
Therapeutic Goods Act 
requirements at a breakdown 
ratio of 1 part concentrate to 
20 parts water. It effectively 
kills both gram positive and 
gram negative bacteria 
including Staphylococcus 
aureus and Escherichia. 

HOSPITAL GRADE
DISINFECTANTS

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr CONTROL5

20Ltr CONTROL20

205Ltr CONTROL205

1000Ltr CONTROL 1000

SIZE PART NO.

750mL MASK750

5Ltr MASK5

15Ltr MASK15

20Ltr MASK20

25Ltr MASK25

205Ltr MASK205

1000Ltr MASK1000

SIZE PART NO.

750mL ODOURBAN750

750mL
ROUND

ODOURBAN
750ROUND

5Ltr ODOURBAN5

15Ltr ODOURBAN15

20Ltr ODOURBAN20

205Ltr ODOURBAN205

1000Ltr ODOURBAN1000
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VIRU-BAC SURFACE 
TREATMENT

- Complete hygiene system
- Easy spray/mop solution
- Highly economical

VIRU-BAC SURFACE TREATMENT 
is a virucide/disinfectant agent 
that provides optimum 
hygiene in multiple use areas. 
It is virucidal against 
Hepatitis B, HIV (AIDS) and 
Herpes simplex. 
VIRU-BAC SURFACE TREATMENT 
is also bactericidal against 
both gram positive and gram 
negative strains passing 
Option B of the TGA 
Disinfectant Test ie under 
dirty conditions.

VIRUCIDES/
BACTERIACIDES

-  Highly concentrated, airline 
    toilet treatment
-  Extremely effective 
    emulsifier, cleaner & odour 
    control agent
-  Complies to airline 
    standards

VIRU-BAC TOILET 
SYSTEM TREATMENT

VIRU-BAC TOILET SYSTEM 
TREATMENT is a bactericide 
and virucide compound 
approved for aircraft use to 
AMS 1476C. VIRU-BAC TOILET 
SYSTEM TREATMENT is virucidal 
against Hepatitis B, HIV (AIDS) 
and Herpes simplex. VIRU-BAC 
TOILET SYSTEM TREATMENT is 
also bactericidal against both 
gram positive and gram 
negative strains passing 
Option B of the TGA 
Disinfectant Test ie under 
dirty conditions.

VIRUCIDES/
BACTERIACIDES

SIZE PART NO.

750mL VSURFACE750

5Ltr VSURFACE5

15Ltr VSURFACE15

20Ltr VSURFACE20

SIZE PART NO.

20Ltr VTSYSTEM20

205Ltr VTSYSTEM205

1000Ltr VTSYSTEM1000
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TRANSPORT

From mining and heavy transport shampoos and degreasers to 
automotive total care compounds, ALL-PRO has you covered. 
Our transport range includes: straight shampoos to wash and

 wax vehicles, bug and tar removers, brake cleaners, interior cleaning and 
rejuvenating agents, cutting polishes and mild rejuvenating polishes. 

Trains, planes and automobiles are all catered for in our comprehensive range. 
Specialised coolants and mining scrubber additives also meet total 

site supply.



SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr ASNEW1

5Ltr ASNEW5

20Ltr ASNEW20

SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr AUTOPOLISH1

5Ltr AUTOPOLISH5

20Ltr AUTOPOLISH 20

SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr AUTOWAX1

5Ltr AUTOWAX5

AS NEW

-  Rejuvenates oxidized paint 
    surfaces & easily removes  
    scratches & swirl marks 
-  Also effective on paint nibs, 
   overspray & orange peel

AS NEW is an ultra-fine, cutting 
polish, that combines the 
finest carnauba waxes and 
silicones to restore cars to 
showroom appearance.

POLISHING COMPOUNDS

-  Has the versatility to be 
    used manually or by 
    machine
-  Removes fine scratches & 
    small marks
-  Gives bodywork a “brand 
    new” look

AUTO POLISH

AUTO POLISH is a non-silicone 
based, fine-cutting polish that 
restores cars to showroom 
appearance. AUTO POLISH 
rejuvenates by removing dull 
and oxidised paint and 
removes fine scratches and 
small marks. AUTO POLISH is 
designed for body shop use.

POLISHING COMPOUNDS

-  Easily applied to vehicles 
   (either manually or through 
    an automatic system) 
-  Aids in the protection of 
    polish
-  Super concentrate that
    provides greater economy 
    in use 

AUTO WAX

AUTO WAX is a specialized wax 
emulsion that, when applied to 
vehicles, provides a more 
resilient surface to harsh 
climatic conditions. 

POLISHING COMPOUNDS
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CUT BACK

- Removes surface
imperfections & any swirl
marks created while cutting

- Produces a smooth surface
ready for polishing

CUT BACK is a premium 
paste-cutting compound 
recommended for automotive, 
marine and general industrial 
applications. CUT BACK is 
formulated to be used on new 
paints to remove overspray 
and any orange peel affect. 
CUT BACK is also highly 
effective on chalked paints to 
remove fine scratches and 
oxidation, whilst restoring 
shine. 

POLISHING COMPOUNDS

- Biodegradable & phosphate
free

- Extended shelf life
- Protected surface causes

water to simply sheet off,
leaving NO spots

- Protects your finish from
pollution & other foreign
contaminates

GLEAM

GLEAM a superior auto 
polish, with built in waxes and 
silicones, that leaves vehicles 
rejuvenated to that “as new” 
showroom appearance. 
GLEAM contains waxes, 
solvents, and the finest 
quality silicones that leaves 
cars streak and spot free. No 
polish is easier to use than 
GLEAM, as you simply wipe on 
and buff off - it’s that simple! 

POLISHING COMPOUNDS

- Results will last for weeks to
provide ultimate protection

- Highly economical in use
- User-friendly

SPRAY & BUFF

SPRAY & BUFF is a simple to 
apply, showroom finish spray 
and wipe polish. 
SPRAY & BUFF is the ideal 
product for maintaining and 
protecting automotive paint in 
between regular waxing. 
Simply mist on and wipe off. 
So fast and easy that you can 
polish your car in just minutes! 

POLISHING COMPOUNDS

SIZE PART NO.

750mL SPRAY&BUFF750

5Ltr SPRAY&BUFF5

SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr CUTBACK1

5Ltr CUTBACK5

20Ltr CUTBACK20

SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr GLEAM1

5Ltr GLEAM5

20Ltr GLEAM20
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SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr BIGT1

5Ltr BIGT5

20Ltr BIGT20

205Ltr BIGT205

1000Ltr BIGT1000

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr GREENPOWER5

15Ltr GREENPOWER15

20Ltr GREENPOWER20

205Ltr GREENPOWER205

1000Ltr GREENPOWER1000

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr POWER105

20Ltr POWER1020

205Ltr POWER10205

1000Ltr POWER101000

BIG T

-  Suitable for cabins, tyres, 
    chassis, pantechs, trays, 
    paint work & glass surfaces
-  Biodegradable
-  Easily dilutes in water 

BIG T is a concentrated, 
commercial truck shampoo 
with excellent grime and TFR 
(Traffic Film Removal) ability. 
It provides a streak-free finish 
and removes all traces of road 
film, bugs, dirt, grime and gas 
stains, with minimal agitation 
necessary. 
BIG T is a heavy-duty cleaner 
that remains gentle to paint 
work. 

SUPER WASH

-  Thick mobile liquid that 
    offers excellent cleaning as 
    well as vertical cling
-  Heavy-duty cleaner that 
    remains gentle to paintwork

GREEN POWER

GREEN POWER is a super wash 
product for all land and sea 
craft. GREEN POWER has 
excellent grime removal and 
TFR (Traffic Film Removal) 
abilities. GREEN POWER 
removes all traces of road film, 
bugs, dirt, grime and gas stains 
with minimal agitation 
necessary. GREEN POWER is 
also used in mining operations 
for general degreasing and 
floor cleaning.

SUPER WASH

-  Dilutes to form an effective 
    soil, oil & grease remover 
-  Super concentrated to 
    provide cost effective 
    results
-  A truly ‘new age’ product
    built on eco-friendly 
    solvents & surfactants

POWER 10

POWER 10 is a super 
concentrated cleaner/
degreaser and vehicle wash 
developed for mining and 
heavy industry. 
POWER 10 is a biodegradable 
and super concentrated to 
provide cost effective results. 

SUPER WASH
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RED DOG

-  Removes all traces of road 
    film, bugs, dirt, grime & gas 
    stains with minimal 
    agitation required
-  Heavy-duty cleaner that 
    remains gentle to paintwork
-  Leaves a streak-free finish 
    with superior shine

RED DOG is a high-grade 
truckwash with built in wax 
agents. 
RED DOG is a thick mobile 
liquid which offers excellent 
cleaning as well as vertical 
cling. 
RED DOG is silicone free and 
suitable for all vehicle 
cleaning operations, from 
mining to general transport.

SUPER WASH

-  Quick break detergent that 
    is safe on all hard surfaces 
-  Will NOT harm sound paint 
    work
-   Used extensively in mining 
    operations as a degreaser/
    truckwash

SUPER GOLD

SUPER GOLD is a heavy-duty, 
general degreaser and mining 
truck wash. 
SUPER GOLD is biodegradable 
and also acts as a hard surface 
cleaner with unlimited 
applications. 
SUPER GOLD easily and quickly 
cuts through grime, grease, 
oil, carbon, inks, dyes, exhaust 
storm, wax and mildew. 

SUPER WASH

-  Easily & quickly cuts through 
    the toughest grease & grime
-  Eco-Friendly product
-  Concentrated, quick-break 
    formula

SUPER GREEN

SUPER GREEN a truly 
eco-friendly, 
concentrated truckwash and 
general degreaser/floor 
cleaner. 
SUPER GREEN incorporates 
high-grade cleaning agents, 
non-hydrocarbon solvents and 
renewable surfactants to 
provide a versatile compound 
that delivers heavy-duty 
cleaning on all washable 
surfaces.  

SUPER WASH

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr SUPERGREEN5

20Ltr SUPERGREEN20

205Ltr SUPERGREEN205

1000Ltr SUPERGREEN1000

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr REDDOG5

20Ltr REDDOG20

205Ltr REDDOG205

1000Ltr REDDOG1000

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr SUPERGOLD5

20Ltr SUPERGOLD20

205Ltr SUPERGOLD205

1000Ltr SUPERGOLD1000
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SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr TITANGOLD1

5Ltr TITANGOLD5

20Ltr TITANGOLD20

205Ltr TITANGOLD205

1000Ltr TITANGOLD1000

SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr TRUCKWASH1

5Ltr TRUCKWASH5

20Ltr TRUCKWASH 20

205Ltr TRUCKWASH205

1000Ltr TRUCKWASH1000

SIZE PART NO.

20Ltr EXPRESS20

205Ltr EXPRESS205

1000Ltr EXPRESS1000

TITAN GOLD

-  Provides a streak-free finish 
-  Removes all traces of road 
    film, bugs, dirt, grime & gas 
    stains with minimal 
    agitation

TITAN GOLD is a concentrated 
degreaser, truck shampoo and 
super wash suitable for cabins, 
engines, tyres, chassis, 
pantechs, trays, paint work 
and glass surfaces. 
TITAN GOLD is the ultimate 
truck wash, with proven results 
in the mining, industrial and 
automotive industries and 
workshop environments. 

SUPER WASH

-  Heavy-duty fleet wash that
    removes most traffic film 
    without agitation
-  Highly economical
-  Can be applied manually or
    through pressure cleaners

TRUCKWASH

TRUCKWASH is the optimum 
truck, car, caravan and boat 
wash. TRUCKWASH has 
excellent grime removal and 
TFR (Traffic Film Removal) 
abilities and paint 
rejuvenating technology. 
Traffic film (build-up of grease, 
grime, smog, diesel film, 
exhaust deposits, bug residue, 
etc.) clings magnetically to 
metal parts. TRUCKWASH has 
been formulated to break 
through traffic film with a 
special penetrating agent 
which dislodges soilants 
before they can be easily 
rinsed away.      

SUPER WASH

-  Highly effective in removing
    brake dust build-up & 
    general road grime from all 
    wheel types & aluminium 
    components
-  Biodegradable

EXPRESS

EXPRESS is an organic, 
water-based acid cleaner 
to remove stains, grime and 
general soils from trains. It 
is easily diluted to produce 
a free-flowing liquid that can 
be applied either in liquid or 
foam form. 
EXPRESS is safe to use on 
steel, aluminium, sound 
painted surfaces and glass.

TRAIN CLEANER
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BUG & TAR REMOVER

- Safe on paint, chrome, alloy,
glass, wheels & most
plastics

- No hard rubbing or
scrubbing required

- Removes tough grease & oil
smears

BUG & TAR REMOVER is a 
superior, fast-acting, tar, bug 
and tree sap remover. 
Safe yet powerful, BUG & TAR 
REMOVER instantly dissolves 
light and heavy tar deposits 
from all vehicle surfaces. 

GENERAL CLEANERS

- Will remove grease, oil &
dirt, with ease when diluted
with water

- Very effective when applied
through a pressure washer
or steam cleaner

MECHANICS MATE

MECHANICS MATE is a 
general degreasing compound 
for under bonnet cleaning. 
MECHANICS MATE is an 
extremely good degreaser for 
heavy equipment and motor 
vehicles and workshop floors. 

GENERAL CLEANERS

- When used on impervious
surfaces such as timber,
fiberglass, metal, chrome &
acrylic, RESTORER acts as a
polish that provides a
permanent base for
polishing & dusting

RESTORER

RESTORER a high-grade 
conditioner, restorer and 
protector. RESTORER is a 
non-toxic, non-flammable 
liquid for the purpose of 
cleaning, conditioning and 
imparting long-lasting 
protection to vinyl, rubber, 
plastic, metal, wood, 
fiberglass, dressed leather, 
acrylic and chrome surfaces. 
RESTORER penetrates the 
surface to form a seal, giving 
protection against elements 
such as water, sunlight and 
dust.

GENERAL CLEANERS

SIZE PART NO.

250mL RESTORER250

750mL RESTORER750

5Ltr RESTORER5

15Ltr RESTORER15

20Ltr RESTORER20

25Ltr RESTORER25

SIZE PART NO.

750mL BTR750

5Ltr BTR5

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr MECHANICSMATE5

20Ltr MECHANICSMATE20

205Ltr MECHANICSMATE205

1000Ltr MECHANICSMATE1000

ALL-PRO CHEMICAL & CLEANING SUPPLIES



SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr BRAKECLEAN5

20Ltr BRAKECLEAN20

205Ltr BRAKECLEAN205

SIZE PART NO.

20Ltr PREPSOLVE20

205Ltr PREPSOLVE205

1000Ltr PREPSOLVE1000

SIZE PART NO.

20Ltr TEACOOLANT20

205Ltr TEACOOLANT205

1000Ltr TEACOOLANT1000

BRAKE CLEAN

-  BRAKE CLEAN can be applied
    without dissembling brakes
-  Simply and effectively 
    removes brake fluid, oil & 
    other contaminants

BRAKE CLEAN is a highly 
specialised cleaner that 
removes brake fluid, oil, and 
other contaminants from brake 
drums, linings, pads, cylinders 
and springs. Spray the product 
liberally onto affected areas 
without having to dissemble 
brakes or parts.

ADDITIONAL COMPOUNDS

-  Ideal pre-paint preparation 
    cleaner
-  Leaves no oily residue

PREPSOLVE

PREPSOLVE is a heavy-duty 
panel wipe that easily removes 
grease, tar, silicone, wax, oil 
and associated road grime 
from panel surfaces. 

ADDITIONAL COMPOUNDS

-  Maintains engine cooling 
    system at peak efficiency 
-  Prevents scale from forming 
    in both hard & soft water 
-  Effectively suspends solid 
    matter
-  Protects systems from 
    cavitation corrosion

TEA. COOLANT

TEA. COOLANT is a traditional 
engine coolant suitable for 
vehicles (commercial and 
personal) pre-2001 with petrol 
engines. This product (which 
meets 2018-2004 Type B 
coolant Australian Standards) 
easily and effectively inhibits 
scale and corrosion in engine 
cooling systems. 
TEA. COOLANT works by means 
of a monomolecular film 
barrier that protects metals 
from corrosion including the 
use of engines with alloy and 
aluminium components.

ADDITIONAL COMPOUNDS
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WINDSCREEN
CONCENTRATE

-  Provides clearer & safer 
    driving vision
-  Works in all temperatures, 
    leaving a bright, squeaky 
    clean finish 
-  Combines the finest 
    softening agents, 
    dispersants & anti-static 
    agents, to provide superior 
    results

WINDSCREEN CONCENTRATE 
is a superior, concentrated 
detergent that is aggressive on 
road grime, oily residue, insect 
spatter, salt spray and general 
soils. 
WINDSCREEN CONCENTRATE 
reduces dangerous windscreen 
smearing for clearer vision and 
a squeaky-clean finish.

ADDITIONAL COMPOUNDS

-  Dilutes easily to actively 
    remove bugs, road film, 
    grease, gas stains, etc. 
-  Leaves a streak-free finish 
    with superior shine
-  Biodegradable & contains 
    no alkali builders

AUTO WASH

AUTO WASH is a paint friendly, 
car shampoo with excellent 
grime and TFR (Traffic Film 
Removal) ability. 
AUTO WASH is a high-quality, 
versatile product suitable for 
manual wash as well as 
automatic and drive through 
applications.

AUTOMOTIVE WASH

-  Cleans vehicles without 
    impact on polish
-  Will NOT harm rubber seals 
    & fillers along door seals
-  Leaves a high wax finish on 
    paintwork to protect from 
    the elements
-  Silicone-free

CAR SHINE

CAR SHINE is the ultimate, 
biodegradable vehicle 
shampoo and wax compound. 
With a water-soluble wax 
agent incorporated into the 
formulation, CAR SHINE 
enables the washing and 
waxing of vehicles in one 
simple operation. It provides 
a streak-free finish even on 
windscreens and can be 
applied manually or by 
machine.

AUTOMOTIVE WASH

SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr CARSHINE1

5Ltr CARSHINE5

20Ltr CARSHINE20

205Ltr CARSHINE205

1000Ltr CARSHINE1000

SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr WINDSCREENCON5

5Ltr WINDSCREENCON20

20Ltr WINDSCREENCON205

SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr AUTOWASH1

5Ltr AUTOWASH5

20Ltr AUTOWASH20

205Ltr AUTOWASH205

1000Ltr AUTOWASH1000

ALL-PRO CHEMICAL & CLEANING SUPPLIES



SIZE PART NO.

20Ltr KP920

205Ltr KP9205

1000Ltr KP91000

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr SCRUBBERADDITIVE5

20Ltr SCRUBBERADDITIVE20

205Ltr SCRUBBERADDITIVE205

1000Ltr SCRUBBERADDITIVE
1000

KP9

-  Easily & quickly cuts 
    through the toughest 
    grease & grime
-  Biodegradable
-  pH neutral

KP9 is an approved Aircraft 
Cleaner that complies to test 
specifications AMS 1527B; 
BOEING D6-17487 Revision L. 
KP9 is an exterior aircraft 
cleaner designed to remove 
build up on painted and 
unpainted aircraft surfaces.

AIRCRAFT CLEANER

-  Easily suspends all exhaust 
    emission particles in 
    exhaust conditioner tanks
-  Cleaning process allows 
    total discharge of all 
    corrosive exhaust particles 
    from conditioner tanks
-  Easily & effectively removes 
    all carbon & oily residues 
    through a foam-controlled 
    system

SCRUBBER ADDITIVE

SCRUBBER ADDITIVE is a 
special blend of cleaning 
compounds for use in exhaust 
scrubber tanks of locomotives 
and personal carriers in 
underground mining 
operations. 
SCRUBBER ADDITIVE is highly 
active, non-toxic, 
non-flammable, non-corrosive 
and highly concentrated to 
provide greater economy of 
use. 

MINING ADDITIVE
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TYRES & RIMS

Rim treatment compounds provide tyre and rim sealing and retain 
corrosion inhibitor qualities. 

Our Tyres & Rims range also cover tyre lubricants and creams 
for mounting and demounting of tyres. Mag wheel cleaners as well as 

silicone and non-silicone tyre rejuvenators provide detailing agents useful in 
general and spray painting locations.



SIZE PART NO.

10Kg DATYRECOMPOUND
10

DA TYRE COMPOUND

-  Good viscosity allows easy 
   application to large areas
-  Excellent mounting & 
   demounting properties

DA TYRE COMPOUND is a 
viscous Dual Action mounting 
product that has all the 
properties of a paste and a 
cream in one. 
DA TYRE COMPOUND is 
chemically neutral to rubber, 
steel and aluminium. 

SIZE PART NO.

750mL MAGMAGIC750

5Ltr MAGMAGIC5

-  Easy to apply & fast acting
-  Biodegradable
-  Contains NO hydrofluoric 
    acid

MAG MAGIC

MAG MAGIC is a mag wheel 
cleaner that is safe to use 
on all mag wheels and metal 
surfaces. MAG MAGIC is highly 
active on foreign soilants such 
as dirt, oil, road grime and 
brake dust.

SIZE PART NO.

4Ltr LIQUIDTL4

20Ltr LIQUIDTL20

-  Free flowing liquid
-  Safe on surfaces & 
    non-toxic to user
-  Extra slip formula

LIQUID TYRE LUBE

LIQUID TYRE LUBE is an 
alloy safe liquid lube for 
mounting and dismounting 
tyres. LIQUID TYRE LUBE 
contains built in corrosion 
inhibitors and is effective in 
temperatures all year round.
Its high lubricity concentrate 
formula allows for further 
dilution.
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RIM GUARD

- RIM GUARD ensures a suit
able environment to
protects rims from harmful
corrosive activity & moisture

- Compatible with sensors &
patches

- Utilises renewable
ingredients = Eco-friendly
product

RIM GUARD is a ready to use 
tyre and rim sealant/corrosion 
inhibitor that contains 
anti-oxidation additives. 
RIM GUARD is a special new 
age formula that incorporates 
blended raw materials to 
provide excellent 
anti-corrosive activity 
on rims whilst enhancing 
tyre sealing.

SIZE PART NO.

20Ltr RIMGUARD20

205Ltr RIMGUARD205

1000Ltr RIMGUARD1000

- RIM GUARD ensures a
suitable environment to
protects rims from harmful
corrosive activity & moisture

- Compatible with sensors &
patches

- Utilises renewable
ingredients = Eco-friendly
product

RIM GUARD 
CONCENTRATE

RIM GUARD CONCENTRATE is 
a concentrated tyre and rim 
sealant/corrosion inhibitor 
that contains anti-oxidation 
additives. 
RIM GUARD CONCENTRATE is a 
special new age formula that 
incorporates blended raw 
materials to provide excellent 
anti-corrosive activity on rims 
whilst enhancing tyre sealing. 

SIZE PART NO.

20Ltr RIMGUARDCON20

205Ltr RIMGUARDCON205

1000Ltr RIMGUARDCON1000

SIZE PART NO.

10Kg NTL10

- Thick paste providing
long hang time

- Economical-excess can be
re-used

- Natural-based product

NATURAL TYRE LUBE

NATURAL TYRE LUBE is a 
natural based product that 
aids in the protection of metal 
rims against corrosion. 
NATURAL TYRE LUBE is a thick 
clinging paste that allows 
excellent vertical cling and 
hang time. 
It is also useful in forming a 
seal (second application 
between bead and rim) to aid 
inflation.

ALL-PRO CHEMICAL & CLEANING SUPPLIES



SIZE PART NO.

750mL SHEEN750

5Ltr SHEEN5

15Ltr SHEEN15

20Ltr SHEEN20

SHEEN

-  Silicone-free product, safe 
    for spray painting industry
-  Easy to apply
-  User-friendly

SHEEN is a non-silicone 
conditioner, restorer and 
protector for rubber, vinyl, 
fiberglass, plastic and metal 
surfaces. SHEEN penetrates 
surfaces to seal out water, 
sunlight and soilants. 

SIZE PART NO.

10Kg STL10

-  Excellent lubrication ability
-  Easy & safe to apply

SYNTHETIC TYRE LUBE

SYNTHETIC TYRE LUBE is a 
synthetic styled lubricant 
providing good lubricity for 
tyre mounting. Only a small 
amount of SYNTHETIC TYRE 
LUBE is needed to provide 
excellent lubrication. 
SYNTHETIC TYRE LUBE is 
particularly useful in mounting 
automotive and small truck 
tyres where a high level thick 
paste compound is not 
essential for vertical cling on 
the bead. It is worker friendly 
and neutral in odour.

-  Aids in temperature control 
    & leak detection in tyres
-  Compatible with sensors & 
    patches

RIM TREATMENT PLUS

RIM TREATMENT PLUS is a 
formula specifically designed 
to work in nitrogen inflated 
tyre environments. This allows 
for excellent anti-corrosive 
activity on tyre rims and brass 
fittings and also aids in tyre 
sealing, temperature control 
and leak detection in tyres. 
Ideal product for high level 
nitrogen environments.

SIZE PART NO.

20Ltr RTP20

205Ltr  RTP205

1000Ltr RTP1000
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TYRE MAGIC

-  Provides a long-lasting 
    finish, that leaves tyres with 
   an “as new” appearance
-  Easy to apply
-  Overspray will not discolour 
    rims or car panels

TYRE MAGIC is a high-grade 
silicone conditioner, restorer 
and protector for rubber, vinyl, 
fiberglass, plastic and metal 
surfaces. 
TYRE MAGIC penetrates 
surfaces to seal out water, 
sunlight and the elements. 

SIZE PART NO.

750mL TYREMAGIC750

5Ltr TYREMAGIC5

20Ltr TYREMAGIC20

25Ltr TYREMAGIC25

205Ltr TYREMAGIC205

1000Ltr TYREMAGIC1000

SIZE PART NO.

5Kg TYRECREAM5

10Kg TYRECREAM10

-  Mounting cream designed 
    for large EM tyres
-  Stable, cream style, with 
    good viscosity, allows easy 
    application to large areas
-  Excellent mounting & 
    demounting properties

TYRE CREAM

TYRE CREAM is a “new age” 
compound that allows good 
lubricity for tyre mounting. 
TYRE CREAM dries when tyres 
heat up, by converting the 
cream into a powder and 
enabling it to disperse. 
TYRE CREAM is suitable and 
preferable in high torque 
applications or where tyre 
indexing (i.e. tyre spinning on 
wheel/rim) is an issue.

ALL-PRO CHEMICAL & CLEANING SUPPLIES
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KITCHEN CHEMICALS

Our comprehensive kitchen chemicals cover every cleaning and sanitising 
requirement within commercial and residential kitchens, including 

compounds for both manual and automatic requirements. Sink detergents at various 
strength levels and scents, dishwashing machine liquids and powders, rinse aids, oven and 
grill cleaners, floor degreasers, scale removers and combi oven compound chemicals cover 

all kitchen requirements. 
All of our kitchen products are manufactured to provide optimum 

performance and economy in use. This diverse range allows customers to 
select the best compounds  specific to their demands, whether that be in 

liquid or powder form, high or mid active solids or even 
caustic or non-caustic based.



SIZE PART NO.

750mL LITTLEAUSSIE750

5Ltr LITTLEAUSSIE5

15Ltr LITTLEAUSSIE15

20Ltr LITTLEAUSSIE20

SIZE PART NO.

750Ltr SINKMATE750

5Ltr SINKMATE5

15Ltr SINKMATE15

20Ltr SINKMATE20

SIZE PART NO.

750Ltr SUPERSUDS750

5Ltr SUPERSUDS5

15Ltr SUPERSUDS15

20Ltr SUPERSUDS20

LITTLE AUSSIE

-  Provides a spot-free, 
    streak-free finish
-  Thick, mobile liquid
-  Biodegradable

LITTLE AUSSIE is a 
highly-concentrated, hand 
dishwashing compound with 
superior grease cutting 
abilities. 
LITTLE AUSSIE produces early 
and sustained active foam to 
provide a spot and streak free 
finish. LITTLE AUSSIE holds its 
own against any super 
concentrated detergents on 
the market place, at half the 
price!

MANUAL
SINK WASH

-  Provides squeaky clean 
    results
-  Economical in use

SINK MATE

SINK MATE is a highly-active, 
free flowing hand dishwashing 
compound with an apple fresh 
scent. 
SINK MATE possesses high 
grease-cutting abilities with 
early and sustained active 
foam. 

MANUAL
SINK WASH

-  Contains powerful wetting 
    agents, penetrants & foam 
    stabilisers
-  Fragrance free
-  Eco-active ingredients

SUPER SUDS

SUPER SUDS is a superior club 
style hand dishwashing 
compound for general 
washing. 
SUPER SUDS produces good, 
stable foam that instantly 
takes up into solution. 

MANUAL
SINK WASH
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AUTO DISH

-  Caustic & chlorine free to 
    ensure passive wash cycles
-  Due to a low toxicity, AUTO 
    DISH is easily stored & 
    handled
-  Economical to use
-  Low-foam

AUTO DISH is a non-caustic, 
non-chlorinated, automatic 
liquid dishwashing detergent. 
AUTO DISH is specially 
formulated to provide 
optimum cleaning and scale 
control in all types of hard and 
soft water conditions. 

-  Highly effective
-  Rinse-free results
-  Concentrated = Economical 
    to use

DIAMOND

DIAMOND is a highly-active, 
super chlorinated dishwashing 
machine liquid. 
DIAMOND contains built-in 
water softening agents and 
sodium hypochlorite to bleach 
coffee stains and sanitise 
every wash.

-  Caustic-free
-  Highly effective

DISHKLEEN

DISHKLEEN is a chlorinated 
machine dishwashing 
powder, designed to provide 
great economy of use in all 
commercial areas. 
DISHKLEEN cuts through fatty 
residue in seconds and 
disinfects dishes, glassware 
and kitchenware to a 
streak-free and spot-free 
finish. 

SIZE PART NO.

5Kg DISHKLEEN5

10Kg DISHKLEEN10

20Kg DISHKLEEN20

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr AUTODISH5

15Ltr AUTODISH15

20Ltr AUTODISH20

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr DIAMOND5

15Ltr DIAMOND15

20Ltr DIAMOND20

AUTO-DISHWASH
CHEMICALS

AUTO-DISHWASH
CHEMICALS

AUTO-DISHWASH
CHEMICALS

ALL-PRO CHEMICAL & CLEANING SUPPLIES



SIZE PART NO.

5Kg ECODISHWASH5

10Kg ECODISHWASH10

20Kg ECODISHWASH20

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr RINSEFREE5

15Ltr RINSEFREE15

20Ltr RINSEFREE20

SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr SCALEX1

5Ltr SCALEX5

15Ltr SCALEX15

20Ltr SCALEX20

ECO DISHWASH POWDER

-  Free flowing powder
-  Contains NO harsh chemicals

ECO DISHWASH POWDER is a 
concentrated, eco-friendly 
machine dishwashing powder. 
ECO DISHWASH POWDER is a 
non-chlorinated, phosphate 
free dishwashing powder that 
cuts through fatty residue in 
seconds. The product also 
contains built-in sanitizing 
agents that disinfect dishes, 
glassware and kitchenware, 
leaving them with a spot-free/
streak-free finish.

AUTO-DISHWASH
CHEMICALS

-  Provides a spot-free/
    streak-free finish with 
    sparkling results
-  Concentrated Product = 
    Economical use
-  Safe for all machine parts 
    & fittings

RINSE FREE

RINSE FREE is a highly-active, 
rinse aid compound for 
dishwashing machine use. 
RINSE FREE is a 25% active 
commercial strength drying 
aid to be used in conjunction 
with DIAMOND machine 
washing liquid, DISHKLEEN 
dishwashing powder or ECO 
DISHWASH POWDER. 

AUTO-DISHWASH
CHEMICALS

-  Fast acting
-  Eco-friendly product
-  Concentrated formula

SCALE X

SCALE X is a descaling agent 
and inhibitor for dishwashing 
machines. 
SCALE X is a non-phosphate, 
anionic dispersant and scale 
inhibitor for use in aqueous 
systems to remove and 
control scale and other 
deposits caused by 
magnesium, calcium, iron, 
aluminium and other 
polyvalent cations. 

AUTO-DISHWASH
CHEMICALS
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BULLDOG

- Economical to use
- Aggressive cleaning power
- As with many high-level

caustic-based products,
BULLDOG should NOT be
used on decorative surfaces,
chrome or aluminium

BULLDOG is a versatile, 
heavy-duty oven, grill and hot 
plate cleaner. 
BULLDOG is a special blend of 
caustics, alkali builders, 
surfactants and solvents. 
With a unique formula blend, 
BULLDOG contains outstanding 
degreasing properties and is 
effective on stainless steel, 
mild steel and baked enamel 
surface. 

- Safe on all inside & outside
surfaces

- Can be used as a general
oven & grill cleaner

COMBI CLEAN

COMBI CLEAN is a fast-acting 
cleaner for auto and manual 
applications to remove carbon 
build up, fat, grease and food 
residues from combination 
steam ovens.

- Safe on all machine internal
parts including seals

- Highly effective &
economical in use

COMBI RINSE

COMBI RINSE is a rinse aid and 
neutralising agent to be used 
in conjunction with COMBI 
CLEAN. 
COMBI RINSE is a versatile 
product, that has the ability to 
be used manually to 
rejuvenate dull and/or rusted 
stainless steel areas of the 
machine.

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr COMBIRINSE5

20Ltr COMBIRINSE20

SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr BULLDOG1

5Ltr BULLDOG5

15Ltr BULLDOG15

20Ltr BULLDOG20

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr COMBICLEAN5

20Ltr COMBICLEAN20

OVEN / GRILLS / HOTPLATE
CLEANERS

OVEN / GRILLS / HOTPLATE
CLEANERS

OVEN / GRILLS / HOTPLATE
CLEANERS

ALL-PRO CHEMICAL & CLEANING SUPPLIES



SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr VIGOUR1

5Ltr VIGOUR5

20Ltr VIGOUR20

205Ltr VIGOUR205

1000Ltr VIGOUR1000

SIZE PART NO.

750mL TKC750

5Ltr TKC5

15Ltr TKC15

20Ltr TKC20

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr KITCHENMATE5

15Ltr KITCHENMATE15

20Ltr KITCHEN MATE20

VIGOUR

-  Combines alkali builders & 
    powerful surfactants 
-  Actively & easily removes all  
    traces of grease, carbon & 
    other foreign soilants
-  Provides great economy in 
    use

VIGOUR is a highly-
concentrated and aggressive 
oven and grill cleaner. 
VIGOUR is a 28% active cleaner, 
that does not affect stainless 
steel, mild steel or cast iron. It 
also cleans without abrasion, 
protecting grill plates from 
localized overheating and 
burning.

OVEN / GRILLS / HOTPLATE
CLEANERS

-  New age formula combines 
    eco-friendly, surface-active 
    agents 
-  Built-in soluble, grease 
    cutting compounds 
    effectively remove residue 
    caused by proteins, fats, 
    & sugars from kitchen 
    surfaces

T.K.C.

T.K.C. is a versatile total 
kitchen cleaner, that 
undertakes all tasks in 
kitchen cleaning including 
sinks, benchtops, splashbacks, 
microwaves, doors, ovens, 
fridges (inside and out), 
tapware and cook tops.

GENERAL KITCHEN
CLEANING

-  Easily removes fat deposits, 
    oils,  grime, food residue & 
    greases 
-  Safe for use on tile, linoleum, 
    stainless steel & other hard    
    surfaces 
-  Fast acting results

KITCHEN MATE

KITCHEN MATE is heavy-duty, 
kitchen floor cleaner and 
sanitizer. Designed for the 
food industry, KITCHEN MATE 
can be used in canteens, 
kitchens, restaurants, 
abattoirs and other food 
preparation and outlet 
establishments. 

KITCHEN FLOOR
CLEANERS
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LAUNDRY PRODUCTS

Our broad range of laundry powders and liquids have been designed to 
clean cloth fibres specific to the hotel industry and heavy industrial and mining 

operations. Manual and automatic dosing chemicals are readily available
 within our laundry range.  

Our comprehensive auto dosing range also provides caustic breaks, 
emulsifiers, pH adjusting sours, fabric softeners and first stage fibre treatments. 

We also cater for specific needs through our pre-wash sprays and oxygenated 
and hypochlorite bleaching agents. 

Our Laundry range incorporates modern technologies to ensure 
aggressive soil removal while remaining passive to delicate fibres.



SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr BLUELAZER5

15Ltr BLUELAZER15

20Ltr BLUELAZER20

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr BRILLIANT5

15Ltr BRILLIANT15

20Ltr BRILLIANT20

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr FRONTLOAD5

15Ltr FRONTLOAD15

20Ltr FRONTLOAD20

BLUE LAZER

-  High quality fragrance
-  Suitable for all natural & 
    synthetic fibres

BLUE LAZER is an economical, 
liquid laundry detergent 
developed for top and front 
load machines. With highly 
emulsifying properties, BLUE 
LAZER is a powerful, yet gentle 
detergent, suited to industry 
type washing. 

MANUAL APPLICATION:
LIQUID

-  Super concentrated liquid
-  Leaves all fabrics with a 
    pleasant, fresh scent 
-  Biodegradable

BRILLIANT

BRILLIANT is a superior grade, 
liquid laundry detergent for 
manual applications. 
BRILLIANT is a top of the line 
product, that will suit all fibre 
types. 
As a super concentrated 
product, BRILLIANT is best 
suited to top load machines. 

MANUAL APPLICATION:
LIQUID

-  Ideal for commercial & 
    home use
-  Pleasant, long-lasting scent
-  Free from harsh chemicals

FRONT LOAD

FRONT LOAD, laundry liquid, is 
specifically designed for front 
load machines, in a 
commercial setting or home 
use. A controlled foam 
surfactant system with alkali 
builders, brightening agents 
and a long-lasting fragrance, 
make FRONT LOAD a 
comprehensive laundry 
liquid for all fibre types.

MANUAL APPLICATION:
LIQUID
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ALL BRITE

- Biodegradable
- Free-flowing powder
- Deep penetrating emulsifiers

ALL BRITE is a high quality, 
laundry powder suitable for 
both delicate and non-delicate 
fibres. ALL BRITE has been 
strategically formulated to 
challenge any branded laundry 
powders in the market, but at 
a more economical price!

- Deeply penetrating formula,
that removes even the
toughest stains

- Leaves colours brighter &
whites whiter

BREEZE

BREEZE is an outstanding, 
commercial laundry powder 
that offers high-performance 
cleaning in warm, cold, hard 
and soft water conditions. 
BREEZE is fortified with 
eucalyptus oils, leaving every 
wash clean and fresh.

- Dissolves completely in
water

- Pleasantly scented
- Built-in, eco-safe ingredients

ECO LAUNDRY POWDER

ECO LAUNDRY POWDER is a 
phosphate free, eco-friendly 
powder that is suitable for all 
fibres. 
ECO LAUNDRY POWDER is a 
free-flowing powder that 
effectively dislodges food 
residue and grime from all 
fibre types.

SIZE PART NO.

5Kg ECOLAUNDRY5

10Kg ECOLAUNDRY10

20Kg ECOLAUNDRY20

SIZE PART NO.

5Kg ALLBRITE5

10Kg ALLBRITE10

20Kg ALLBRITE20

SIZE PART NO.

5Kg BREEZE5

10Kg BREEZE10

20Kg BREEZE20

MANUAL APPLICATION:
POWDER

MANUAL APPLICATION:
POWDER

MANUAL APPLICATION:
POWDER

ALL-PRO CHEMICAL & CLEANING SUPPLIES



SIZE PART NO.

10Kg EUCOBRITE10

20Kg EUCOBRITE20

SIZE PART NO.

5Kg SNOWWHITE5

10Kg SNOWWHITE10

20Kg SNOWWHITE20

SIZE PART NO.

5Kg ULTIMATE5

10Kg ULTIMATE10

20Kg ULTIMATE20

EUCO BRITE

-  Colours are brighter & 
    whites whiter
-  Suitable for all natural & 
    synthetic fibres

EUCO BRITE is a high-grade, 
pleasantly scented laundry 
powder, suitable for all fibre 
types. EUCO-BRITE deeply 
penetrates fabrics, to emulsify 
even the most stubborn stains, 
leaving every wash, clean and 
fresh. As a free-rinsing 
formula, EUCO BRITE leaves 
zero residue on fabrics and 
fibres, eliminating skin 
irritations and reactions.

MANUAL APPLICATION:
POWDER

-  Ideal for commercial & 
    home use
-  Pleasantly scented
-  Free from harsh chemicals

SNOW WHITE

SNOW WHITE is an economical 
laundry powder with a 
pleasant lemon scent. 
SNOW WHITE is suitable for all 
fibre types, leaving colours and 
whites, brighter and fresher 
than ever.

MANUAL APPLICATION:
POWDER

-  Suitable for warm, cold, hard 
    & soft water conditions
-  Biodegradable
-  Economical in use

ULTIMATE

ULTIMATE is a super 
concentrated powder with 
built-in stain removers and 
disinfectant properties. 
ULTIMATE maintains the 
vibrancy of fabrics, keeping 
whites and colours looking 
brighter for longer. 
ULTIMATE is completely 
soluble and contains zero 
fillers.

MANUAL APPLICATION:
POWDER
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BREAKER 50

-  Compatible with ALL-PRO’s 
    TSUNAMI & WONDERWASH
-  Loosens & removes high 
    proportions of soils 
    throughout the pre-wash 
    stage
-  Outstanding results on 
    heavy, industrial wash loads

BREAKER 50 is a pre-wash, 
soil remover containing 
emulsifying detergents and a 
powerful caustic break to 
prevent soil deposits within 
fibres. 

-  Concentrated liquid 
    compound
-  Powerful degreaser that is 
    passive to natural fibres
-  Suitable for use in hot/cold 
    water

FABRIC SCOUR

FABRIC SCOUR is a first stage, 
fibre treatment designed 
to penetrate, soften and 
degrease work wear in the first 
stages of automatic machine 
washing procedures. 
FABRIC SCOUR is a unique 
blend of water miscible 
solvents, organic sugar cane 
derivatives and biodegradable 
surfactants.

-  Free-flowing liquid
-  Compatible with the entire 
    ALL-PRO Laundry Range
-  Eco-friendly formula

SOUR

SOUR is a highly concentrated, 
odour-free laundry sour for 
automatic laundry systems. 
SOUR easily and effectively 
neutralizes laundry wash 
cycles whilst adding to the 
overall cleaning process.

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr SOUR5

20Ltr SOUR20

1000Ltr SOUR1000

SIZE PART NO.

20Ltr BREAKER5020

25Ltr BREAKER5025

205Ltr BREAKER50205

1000Ltr BREAKER501000

SIZE PART NO.

20Ltr FABRICSCOUR20

205Ltr FABRICSCOUR205

1000LTR FABRICSCOUR10000

AUTOMATED LAUNDRY
SYSTEM

AUTOMATED LAUNDRY
SYSTEM

AUTOMATED LAUNDRY
SYSTEM

ALL-PRO CHEMICAL & CLEANING SUPPLIES



SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr TSUNAMI5

20Ltr TSUNAMI20

1000Ltr TSUNAMI1000

SIZE PART NO.

20Ltr WONDERWASH20

25Ltr WONDERWASH25

205Ltr WONDERWASH205

1000Ltr WONDERWASH1000

SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr SOFTNFRESH1

5Ltr SOFTNFRESH5

20Ltr SOFTNFRESH20

205Ltr SOFTNFRESH205

1000Ltr SOFTNFRESH1000

TSUNAMI

-  Contains deep emulsifiers
-  Removes stubborn stains
-  Powerful detergent that 
    remains gentle on clothes 
    & fabrics

TSUNAMI is a concentrated 
detergent to be used with 
BREAKER 50, in automatic 
laundry systems. 
TSUNAMI is a concentrated, 
non-ionic detergent for all 
natural and synthetic fibres. 
TSUNAMI is an ideal laundry 
emulsifier that removes oil 
and grease stains within the 
break wash cycle.

AUTOMATED LAUNDRY
SYSTEM

-  Biodegradable
-  Deep fabric emulsifier
-  Pleasantly scented

WONDERWASH

WONDERWASH is a 
multi-blend, concentrated 
detergent to be used with 
BREAKER 50, in automatic 
laundry systems. 
WONDERWASH is a suitable 
injection for automatic 
dispensing equipment and 
manual laundry systems. 
WONDERWASH contains a 
blend of alkali builders, 
surfactants, optical 
brighteners and soluble 
solvents.

AUTOMATED LAUNDRY
SYSTEM

-  Highly economical
-  Maintains fibre absorbency 
   abilities

SOFT N’ FRESH

SOFT N’ FRESH is a 
concentrated fabric softener 
and conditioner, suitable for 
automatic laundry systems 
and manual applications.
SOFT N’ FRESH promotes 
greater absorbency in towels 
and contains anti-static 
properties to reduce the 
problem of static cling. 

FABRIC SOFTENER
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LIQUID BLEACH

-  5% Liquid Bleach solution
-  Chlorine stable solution
-  Suitable for automatic 
    dispensing equipment 
    injection & manual laundry 
    systems

LIQUID BLEACH is a Sodium 
hypochlorite based 
bleaching and sanitising agent 
to be used for stain removal, 
hygiene control and bleaching.

-  Suitable for both white & 
    colour fast materials
-  Free-rinsing product, that 
   eliminates product residue 
   on fabric fibres

OXYSAN

OXYSAN is a non-chlorinated, 
oxygenated powder bleach 
agent and detergent, suited to 
white and colour safe 
materials. 

-  Suitable for all washables in 
    both hot & cold water
-  Will not fade or shrink 
    treated fabrics
-  Safe on all colourfast fabrics
-  Preserves creases, pleats &
    permanent-press finishes

PRE WASH SPRAY

PRE WASH SPRAY is an 
excellent, versatile pre-wash 
spray, that removes even the 
toughest stains, from 
everyday grime to heavy duty 
grease and oil marks. 
PRE WASH SPRAY deeply 
penetrates fibres, to suspend 
dirt, grime and oily stains, 
for easy removal in the wash 
cycle.

SIZE PART NO.

750mL PREWASHSPRAY750

5Ltr PREWASHSPRAY5

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr LIQUIDBLEACH5

20Ltr LIQUIDBLEACH20

25Ltr LIQUIDBLEACH25

205Ltr LIQUIDBLEACH205

1000Ltr LIQUIDBLEACH1000

SIZE PART NO.

5Kg OXYSAN5

10Kg OXYSAN10

20Kg OXYSAN20

GENERAL LAUNDRY
CHEMICALS

SPECIALISED 
APPLICATIONS

SPECIALISED 
APPLICATIONS

ALL-PRO CHEMICAL & CLEANING SUPPLIES
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AIR FRESHENERS

Our air freshener range utilises renewable ingredients and 
high-grade fragrances to provide a range that satisfies our clients 

specific needs. From Apple to Sandalwood, Citrus, Tropic or Mountain air; 
this range is sure to have an air freshener that suits everyone and every need. 

Our range kills air borne germs and doubles as a surface disinfectant.
 Closed rooms retain an air of freshness 48 hours after being sprayed.



SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr AIRMAGIC1

SIZE PART NO.

750mL APPLEFRESH750

5Ltr APPLEFRESH5

15Ltr APPLEFRESH15

20Ltr APPLEFRESH20

SIZE PART NO.

750mL DAPPER750

5Ltr DAPPER5

15Ltr DAPPER15

20Ltr DAPPER20

AIR MAGIC

-  "New age" concentrated 
    formula
-  Built-in germicidal & surface
    active agents
-  The ultimate product for 
    odour control

AIR MAGIC is a super 
concentrated air freshener 
(containing zero water), that 
can also be used as a general 
disinfectant. 
The odour carrying particles 
of AIR MAGIC create a unique 
ability to linger beyond 
general air fresheners.  

-  Utilises renewable 
    ingredients
-  User-friendly
-  Long-lasting, residual 
    scent 

APPLE FRESH

APPLE FRESH is a pleasantly 
perfumed air freshener and 
surface disinfectant that 
effectively kills germs and 
unpleasant odours up to 
48 hours after being sprayed 
within a closed room. 

-  Utilises renewable 
    ingredients
-  User-friendly
-  Long-lasting, residual 
    scent 

DAPPER

DAPPER is a pleasantly 
perfumed air freshener and 
surface disinfectant, 
containing a sweet, 
sandalwood fragrance. 
DAPPER kills odour carrying 
molecules in the air and is still 
effective 48 hours after being 
sprayed in a closed room.
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SPRING

- Utilises renewable
ingredients

- User-friendly
- Long-lasting, residual scent

SPRING is a long-lasting 
sanitising air freshener with a 
citrus blend. 
SPRING is an extremely long 
lasting and safe on all surfaces 
and fabrics.

- Utilises renewable
ingredients

- User-friendly
- Long-lasting, tropical scent

ULTRA FRESH

ULTRA FRESH is a long-lasting 
air freshener that captures the 
diverse, refreshing, powerful 
and exciting scents of the 
tropics. Whilst deodorizers 
only work temporarily allowing 
malodours to once again 
dominate, ULTRA FRESH keeps 
areas smelling fresh, for 
longer. ULTRA FRESH’s unique 
formula neutralizes malodours 
whilst evaporating slowly, 
leaving areas smelling clean 
and pleasantly, fragranced all 
day.   

- Overcomes tobacco odours
- Utilises renewable

ingredients
- User-friendly
- Long-lasting residual scent

VIBRANT

VIBRANT is a long-lasting 
sanitising air freshener with a 
sweet floral blend and 
anti-tobacco qualities. 
VIBRANT is extremely long 
lasting and safe on all 
surfaces and fabrics.

SIZE PART NO.

750mL VIBRANT750

5Ltr VIBRANT5

15Ltr VIBRANT15

20Ltr VIBRANT20

SIZE PART NO.

250mL SPRING250

750mL SPRING750

750mL
ROUND SPRING750ROUND

5Ltr SPRING5

20Ltr SPRING20

205Ltr SPRING205

1000Ltr SPRING1000

SIZE PART NO.

750mL ULTRAFRESH750

5Ltr ULTRAFRESH5

15Ltr ULTRAFRESH15

20Ltr ULTRAFRESH20

ALL-PRO CHEMICAL & CLEANING SUPPLIES
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MARINE PRODUCTS

Marine surfaces require specialised and  surface friendly compounds to clean, 
renew and rejuvenate surfaces experiencing the harsh climate 

and impact of sea water and a solar environment. 
All marine surfaces are covered within this range from general 

exterior washing to more specific hull, bilge and deck cleaners. 
Rejuvenation of tired and worn fibreglass surfaces are also catered for 

through our fine cut and supercut compounds.



SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr BILGE&ENG1

5Ltr BILGE&ENG5

SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr BOATCLEANER1

5Ltr BOATCLEANER5

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr DECKCLEANER5

15Ltr DECKCLEANER15

20Ltr DECKCLEANER20

BILGE & ENGINE 
DEGREASER

-  Fully biodegradable
-  Non-toxic 
-  Easy to apply

BILGE & ENGINE DEGREASER 
is a concentrated, heavy-duty 
blend of alkalis, surfactants 
and water-soluble solvents 
that meticulously cleans bilges 
and engines within the marine 
industry. 
BILGE & ENGINE is sold as a 
super concentrate to allow 
greater economy of use when 
diluted with water.

-  Biodegradable
-  Fast acting results on all 
    washable surfaces

BOAT CLEANER

BOAT CLEANER is a 
concentrated, heavy-duty 
liquid cleaner that easily and 
effectively removes oil, grime, 
soot and salt water residue 
from all washable surfaces 
including paint, steel, rubber, 
chrome, vinyl, canvas and 
tarpaulins as well as 
aluminium and glass. 
BOAT CLEANER can also be 
used as a total wash for decks, 
hulls, bilges, upholstery, and 
windows.

-  Easily removes rust stains 
    from fibreglass gelcoat & 
    painted timber surfaces 
-  Removes waterline & hull 
    stains
-  Specialised, organic acid 
    formula

DECK CLEANER

DECK CLEANER is a marine, 
timber deck cleaner and rust 
stain remover. 
DECK CLEANER cleans and 
brightens both teak and beech 
timber decking and is suitable 
for use on fibreglass, timber 
and steel vessels.
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FIBREGLASS FINE CUT

-  Easy to apply 
    (can be finished by either 
    hand or machine)
-  Produces a high-gloss finish

FIBREGLASS FINE CUT is a fine 
cut polish developed for new 
and unweathered fibreglass 
gel coated or painted surfaces. 
FIBREGLASS FINE CUT blends 
waxes and high molecular 
weight silicone polymers 
together to produce 
long-lasting results and a 
high-gloss finish. 

-  Easily removes marks, 
    surface scratches & 
    imperfections to return 
    surfaces to an “as new”  
    finish

FIBREGLASS SUPER CUT

FIBREGLASS SUPER CUT is a 
paste compound developed 
for use on old or weathered 
fibreglass gel coated or 
painted surfaces. 
Its unique formula is easy to 
apply and can be finished by 
either hand or machine to 
produce a high-gloss finish. 
FIBREGLASS SUPER CUT is a 
more abrasive compound than 
FIBREGLASS FINE CUT.

-  Will de-yellow gel coated &    
    2-pack painted surfaces
-  Built-in low foam, 
    surfactant system
-  Highly concentrated

HULL CLEANER

HULL CLEANER is an 
acid-based cleaner with 
built-in surfactants to easily 
and effectively clean and 
remove rust stains from 
fibreglass gelcoat, painted 
timber surfaces and steelwork.

SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr HULLCLEANER1

5Ltr HULLCLEANER5

SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr FIBREGLASSFC1

5Ltr FIBREGLASSFC5

SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr FIBREGLASSSC1

5Ltr FIBREGLASSSC5

ALL-PRO CHEMICAL & CLEANING SUPPLIES
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HARD FLOOR MAINTENANCE

Hard floors including parquetry, timber and linoleum surfaces are maintained, 
looking “as new” through our wide-ranging floor care system. 

Our Hard Floor maintenance range includes floor wax, polish strippers, acrylic emulsion 
floor finishers and sealers. 

These products provide a slip retardant and scuff mark resistant coating, 
that is unharmed by detergent washing. 

Urethane and sealed timber floors can also be cleaned and refreshed using our 
WOOD WONDER. Cleaned surfaces are conditioned by dual active agents 

to allow sealed wood surfaces to look their best.



SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr GALAXY5

15Ltr GALAXY15

20Ltr GALAXY20

SIZE PART NO.

750mL GALAXYBUFF750

5Ltr GALAXYBUFF5

15Ltr GALAXYBUFF15

20Ltr GALAXYBUFF20

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr RIPIT5

15Ltr RIPIT15

20Ltr RIPIT20

GALAXY

-  Long-lasting, clear, hard 
    finish
-  Slip resistant
-  Won’t powder, yellow, crack 
    or craze
-  Scuff resistant & 
    self-leveling 

GALAXY provides an ultra-high 
speed floor finish with 
outstanding qualities, 
including slip and scuff 
resistant and self-leveling.

-  Maintains high gloss finish
-  Reinforces worn areas

GALAXY 
BUFFING SOLUTION

GALAXY BUFFING SOLUTION 
is an auto burnish compound 
designed to promote optimum 
performance from a top coat 
system. 
GALAXY BUFFING SOLUTION is 
highly effective when used 
over ALL-PRO’s GALAXY and 
SUPERGLOSS floor polishes.

-  Removes several coats of 
    polish & other finishes in 
    one simple application
-  Biodegradable
-  Safety plus product; 
    non-toxic & non-corrosive

RIP IT

RIP IT is a “new age”, 
concentrated wax, polish 
and emulsion finish stripper 
containing non-corrosive and 
non-toxic ingredients. 
With a unique pH of 10.5, RIP 
IT is the ultimate floor wax and 
polisher remover. 
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SUPERGLOSS

-  Extremely high solids 
    content 
-  Provides maximum life 
    under even the heaviest 
    commercial traffic
-  Easy to maintain

SUPERGLOSS is an acrylic 
emulsion floor finish and 
sealer, that is both slip 
retardant and scuff mark 
resistant. With a milky white 
appearance, SUPERGLOSS dries 
to a beautiful crystal-clear 
finish that is unharmed by 
detergent washing. 

-  Can be applied over new 
    flooring or surfaces stripped 
    & thoroughly cleaned of old 
    wax polishes
-  High-gloss, hard wearing 
    finish

TIMBERGLOW

TIMBERGLOW is the ultimate 
timber sealer for use on all 
timber floor surfaces including 
cork and parquetry. 
TIMBERGLOW provides treated 
surfaces with a hard, durable, 
high-gloss finish. 

-  Simple to apply
-  Clean & shine in one 
    simple process 

WOOD WONDER

WOOD WONDER is a superior 
polished wood floor cleaner 
that quickly and effectively 
removes everyday grime. 
Cleaned surfaces are also 
conditioned by dual active 
agents that leave sealed 
wood surfaces looking shiny 
and refreshed. 

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr WOODWONDER5

20Ltr WOODWONDER20

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr SUPERGLOSS5

15Ltr SUPERGLOSS15

20Ltr SUPERGLOSS20

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr TIMBERGLOW5

ALL-PRO CHEMICAL & CLEANING SUPPLIES
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BAR & CELLAR CHEMICALS

Brewery approved beer line cleaners as well as beer, 
spirit and wine glass cleaners used in automatic washing machines, 

soak tub or manual brush wash methods make up our complete Bar & Cellar range. 
We also provide a food grade glycol for cooling system needs. 

All products within this range comply with brewery specifications to 
ensure that cleaning and hygiene standards are met.



SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr CRYSTALCLEAR5

20Ltr CRYSTALCLEAR20

SIZE PART NO.

5Kg SOAK5

10Kg SOAK10

20Kg SOAK20

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr SPARKLE5

15Ltr SPARKLE15

20Ltr SPARKLE20

CRYSTAL CLEAR

-  Contains a preparation of 
   Benzalkonium chloride as a 
   sanitizing agent
-  Controls bacteria & odours 
    that affect the quality of 
    drinking liquids

CRYSTAL CLEAR is a brewery 
approved manual glass 
washing compound. 
As a highly concentrated liquid 
detergent, CRYSTAL CLEAR 
effectively removes all traces 
of fatty residues, dirt, 
fingermarks, beer, cordial and 
liqueur stains, lipstick and 
other soilants to leave 
glassware with a squeaky 
clean, crystal clear, spot-free 
finish. 

-  Instantly dissolves in hot 
    water to form an aqueous 
    cleaning solution 
-  Works in hard & soft water 
    regions
-  Cleans & sanitises in one 
    action

SOAK

SOAK is a brewery approved, 
powdered glass soaking 
compound. 
SOAK was specifically 
formulated for soaking of 
beer, spirit and cordial glasses 
in hot water tubs, prior to 
machine washing.

-  Foam controlled for high 
    pressure glass washers
-  Activates under high 
    temperatures

SPARKLE

SPARKLE is a brewery approved 
liquid compound, for beer 
glass machine washing. 
SPARKLE is a free-flowing 
liquid that removes all soils 
ranging from beer, cordial, 
liqueurs, lipstick, and 
finger-marks etc.

GLASSWARE RANGE GLASSWARE RANGE GLASSWARE RANGE
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BLC 1 & BLC 2

-  Restores properly cleaned 
    beer lines to full hygiene
-  Maintains beer quality

BLC 1 & BLC 2 is a 2-part liquid 
brewery approved beer line 
cleaner. Both parts are added 
separately to water to 
prepare the working solution. 
It is important not to mix the 
two parts together in a 
concentrated form. 
It is recommended that the 
working solution be mixed in a 
suitable container. 

-  Food Grade certified
-  Safe to store & handle

PROPYLENE GLYCOL

PROPYLENE GLYCOL is a food 
grade glycol for beer chilling 
systems. It is also a food grade 
antifreeze required for food 
and drink cooling processes.

-  Effective in removing all 
    traces of residue found in 
    beer lines 
-  Doubles as a cleaner for 
    equipment of beer drawing 
    systems

VICTORY TWIN

VICTORY TWIN is an easy to 
use, one-part beer line and 
parts washing compound that 
is brewery approved. 

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr VICTORYTWIN5

20Ltr VICTORYTWIN20

25Ltr VICTORYTWIN25

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr BLCRANGE5

15Ltr BLCRANGE15

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr PROPGLYCOL5

20Ltr PROPGLYCOL20

205Ltr PROPGLYCOL205

1000Ltr PROPGLYCOL1000

BEER LINE RANGE BEER LINE RANGE BEER LINE RANGE

ALL-PRO CHEMICAL & CLEANING SUPPLIES
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CREME & GLASS CLEANERS

FURNITURE & METAL POLISH,

Through utilising the most advanced technologies available, ALL-PRO has 
produced a diverse range of glass cleaners, including general ready to use 

dilutions, concentrates, thickish mobile and paste styles. 
Crème cleansers, universal metal polishes, leather and furniture cleaners and 

rejuvenators as well as stainless steel cleaners and polishes continue the 
evolution of this range in meeting and exceeding customer expectations.



SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr STC1

5Ltr STC5

15Ltr STC15

20Ltr STC20

SIZE PART NO.

500mL STRTU500

750mL STRTU750

750mL
ROUND STRTU750ROUND

5Ltr STRTU5

15Ltr STRTU15

20Ltr STRTU20

25Ltr STRTU25

SIZE PART NO.

750mL VIEW750

5Ltr VIEW5

20Ltr VIEW20

25Ltr VIEW25

SEE THRU CONCENTRATE

-  Economical 
-  Crystal clear results
-  Fast acting

SEE THRU CONCENTRATE is a 
concentrated glass and 
window cleaning compound. 
For general use, SEE THRU 
CONCENTRATE should be 
diluted at a rate of 1:10. 
This dilution will provide a 
glass and window cleaning 
solution that leaves surfaces 
streak and spot-free.

-  Leaves a bright, squeaky 
    clean surface 
-  Crystal clear results
-  Fast acting

SEE THRU RTU

SEE THRU RTU is a ready to use 
glass and window cleaning 
compound for general use. 
SEE THRU RTU provides a 
streak-free finish on all 
windows, mirrors, Perspex, 
etc.

-  Viscous liquid reduces run 
    off, evaporation & wastage
-  Leaves a bright, squeaky 
    clean surface 
-  Cleaned surfaces makes 
    regular cleaning faster & 
    easier 

VIEW

VIEW is a thick, mobile glass 
and window cleaner that 
quickly removes dirt, grime, 
finger marks, cigarette smoke 
and smudges. 
VIEW leaves windows and glass 
clean within seconds, leaving 
no streaking or visible film. 

GLASS CLEANERS GLASS CLEANERS GLASS CLEANERS
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SHINE

-  Non-abrasive, non-corrosive 
   & non-caustic
-  Gentle for hand application

SHINE is an easy to apply 
universal metal polishing 
compound, that is 
non-abrassive, non-corrosive 
and non-caustic. SHINE is a 
specially formulated cleaning 
and polishing liquid for 
brassware, copperware, 
silverware, pewter ware, zinc, 
aluminium profile, gold, white 
gold and other shining metals. 

-  SSC is suitable for most 
    surfaces such as metal, 
    porcelain, tiles, etc.
-  Use confidently on BBQ’s, 
    elevators, bath tubs, white  
    goods, alloy mag wheels, & 
    stainless kitchen fixtures, 
    etc.
-  Requires little exertion for 
    a rejuvenated look

SSC

SSC is a specialised 
stainless-steel cleaner and 
rust remover for stainless 
steel, chrome and alloys. SSC 
works quickly, leaving surfaces 
clean and rejuvenated with 
that as new finish. 

-  SSP provides a showroom 
    finish on brushed & mirror 
    finish stainless-steel
-  Economical product, only a 
    small amount goes a long 
    way

SSP

SSP is a mineral, oil-based 
stainless-steel cleaner and 
polish. 
SSP is easy to apply and leaves 
cleaned surfaces glistening 
with a brand new appearance.

SIZE PART NO.

750mL SSP750

1Ltr SSP1

SIZE PART NO.

500mL SHINE500

5Ltr SHINE5

SIZE PART NO.

750mL SSC750

5Ltr SSC5

METAL POLISHERS METAL POLISHERS METAL POLISHERS

ALL-PRO CHEMICAL & CLEANING SUPPLIES



SIZE PART NO.

750mL GLISTEN750

5Ltr GLISTEN5

SIZE PART NO.

750mL LEATHERLIFE750

5Ltr LEATHERLIFE5

SIZE PART NO.

500mL CLEANSE500

1Ltr CLEANSE1

5Ltr CLEANSE5

GLISTEN

-  Protects & preserves 
    anodized aluminium 
    surfaces exposed to climatic 
    conditions
-  Worn & tired surfaces are 
    easily & quickly restored 
    with a simple spray on/wipe 
    off application
-  No hard scrubbing is 
    necessary

GLISTEN is a universal, 
silicone-based, polish/cleaner 
for use on vinyl, 
stainless-steel, chrome, 
plastic, highly finished 
furniture, refrigerators, 
formica (and similar paneling), 
ceramic and enameled 
surfaces. 

-  Removes dirt, grime, body 
    oils & most everyday   
    soilants & spillages
-  Moisturises & softens 
    leather surfaces 
-  Imparts an invisible film to  
    protect against general wear 
    & fading from UV rays

LEATHER LIFE

LEATHER LIFE is a new age 
formula designed to clean, 
condition and protect finished 
leather surfaces on lounges, 
chairs, shoes, handbags, car 
seats, as well as vinyl, rubber 
and most plastic surfaces.

-  Easy to use
-  Biodegradable
-  Highly effective 

CLEANSE

CLEANSE is a powerful 
non-ammoniated, non-scratch 
surface cleanser, combining 
deep cleansing action with 
high emulsifying properties. 
It is kind to hands and 
contains a mild gentle abrasive 
which is specifically designed 
to clean recommended 
surfaces without the harsh 
scratching of powder scourers.

FURNITURE CLEANERS FURNITURE CLEANERS GENERAL CLEANERS
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CREME CLEAN

-  User-friendly
-  Even the smallest amount 
    provides outstanding results

CRÈME CLEAN is pleasantly 
scented mild crème 
cleaner with high-grade 
organic cleaning agents. 
CRÈME CLEAN can be applied 
to multiple surfaces, including: 
stainless steel, porcelain, 
ceramic marble, vitreous 
enamel, chrome, painted 
surfaces and enamel finishes.

-  Crystal clear finish
-  Free-flowing paste
-  Easily removes bugs & 
    road grime

GLAZE

GLAZE is a heavy-duty glass 
cleaner and polish that quickly 
and easily cuts through the 
toughest of grime. 
Easy to apply, GLAZE removes 
all traces of label residue, 
crayon, greasy finger marks, 
nicotine and similar soilants 
to a streak-free, crystal clear 
finish. 

-  Non-scratch surface cleanser
-  Kind to hands

SCOUR SOFT

SCOUR SOFT is a powerful 
non-scratch surface cleanser 
combining deep cleansing 
action with high emulsifying 
properties. 
SCOUR SOFT contains a mild 
gentle abrasive which is 
specially designed to clean 
recommended surfaces. 

SIZE PART NO.

500mL SCOURSOFT500

5Ltr SCOURSOFT5

SIZE PART NO.

500mL CREMECLEAN500

5Ltr  CREMECLEAN5

SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr GLAZE1

5Ltr GLAZE5

20Ltr GLAZE20

GENERAL CLEANERS GENERAL CLEANERS GENERAL CLEANERS

ALL-PRO CHEMICAL & CLEANING SUPPLIES
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CARPET CARE

ALL-PRO manufactures a truly universal carpet cleaning 
solution for manual or extraction machine use. 

A combination of water miscible solvents, low foam surfactants and 
mild alkaline builders, effectively and safely penetrates soilants in all 

natural and synthetic fibres. 
Our range also includes stain removers for browning stains 

(often caused by vegetable and alkali dyes, alkali burning or over wetting), 
a coffee, red wine and drink stain remover and a solvent-based carpet stain 

cleaner that quickly removes a broad range of stains.



SIZE PART NO.

750mL LIFT750

5Ltr LIFT5

15Ltr LIFT15

20Ltr LIFT20

SIZE PART NO.

750mL OOPS750

5Ltr OOPS5

20Ltr OOPS20

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr RESTORE5

15Ltr RESTORE15

20Ltr RESTORE20

LIFT

-  Tough on stains/gentle on 
    carpet fibres
-  Built-in, surface-active
    agents

LIFT is a solvent-based, 
cleaner that quickly removes 
various stains from upholstery 
and carpet. 
LIFT actively removes stains 
caused by mineral oils, grease, 
floor wax, nail polish, inks, 
tallow, cooking oil, butter/
margarine, marker pens, texta, 
cosmetics, tar, shoe polish, 
paint, other vegetable and 
animal fats, resinous materials 
and some glues and adhesives.  

-  Super, heavy-duty stain 
    remover
-  Blends organic acids, 
    miscible solvents & 
    surfactants to effectively 
    remove a multitude of stains

OOPS

OOPS is a specialised 
coffee, red wine and drink 
stain remover. 
OOPS easily and effectively 
removes stains on carpets and 
upholstery caused by coffee, 
red wine, urine, yellow 
oxide staining and many 
other drinks.

-  Cleans & deodorises stains 
    caused by urine, vomit, 
    coffee & perspiration
-  Effective against rancid 
    foods, oils & other forms of 
    grease & grime
-  Economical & easy to use

RESTORE

RESTORE is a truly universal 
carpet cleaning solution for 
manual or extraction machine 
use. 
RESTORE combines water 
miscible solvents, low foam 
surfactants and mild alkaline 
builders to effectively and 
safely penetrate soilants in 
all-natural and synthetic 
fibres. 
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REVERSAL

-  Antibacterial & antifungal 
    properties
-  Organic, chemical compound
-  Contains built-in, 
    surface-active agents

REVERSAL is a superior 
anti-browning treatment for 
carpets. REVERSAL is designed 
to remove unsightly stains 
caused by unstable vegetable 
and alkali dyes, alkali burning 
or over wetting (often 
associated with pot plant 
locations).

SIZE PART NO.

750mL REVERSAL750

5Ltr REVERSAL5

20Ltr REVERSAL20

ALL-PRO CHEMICAL & CLEANING SUPPLIES
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SOLVENT DEGREASERS,

DECARBONISERS,  PAINT STRIPPERS,  ELECTRICAL
CLEANERS & NUT & BOLT RELEASE AGENTS

From the handyman and workshop to major mining operations, 
ALL-PRO has an extensive range of degreasing, decarbonising and 

electrical cleaning compounds. 
Decarbonises are available in hot tank styles such as HEAT and 

cold tank versions including ZZ DECARBONISER and DECARB. 
Electrical cleaners are also catered for in flammable and non-flammable versions. 

Degreasers in petro hydrocarbon and non-petro hydrocarbon styles 
meet the demands of heavy grease and oil removal. 

Our diverse range is designed to satisfy site demands relative to 
cleaning degree, environmental impact and safety in use. 

Paint strippers, nut and bolt release sprays and dewatering liquids 
are also part of this comprehensive range.



SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr DECARB5

20Ltr DECARB20

SIZE PART NO.

10Kg HEAT10

20Kg HEAT20

SIZE PART NO.

4Ltr ZZDECARBONISER4

20Ltr ZZDECARBONISER20

DECARB

-  Can be diluted with water 
    for less aggressive carbon 
    removal tasks
-  User-friendly

DECARB is a powerful, 
non-toxic decarbonising 
solution built on natural 
renewable ingredients. It 
safely replaces harsh toxic 
and carcinogenic solvents. 

DECARBONISERS

-  Highly concentrated & 
    economical in use
-  Free-flowing powder
-  Fortified with pine oil

HEAT

HEAT is a hot tank degreasing 
powder containing sodium 
hydroxide. HEAT is added 
to hot tank degreasers for 
the thorough removal of oil, 
grease, grime, rust, most 
paints and other residues. Due 
to the wide range of metals on 
the marketplace, we suggest 
that you enquire to metal 
distributors as to the 
suitability of such metals for 
cleaning in a caustic hot tank 
degreaser. Once the metal is 
clear, a thin coating of RESIST 
will protect it from future 
corrosion whilst offering 
weather protection.

DECARBONISERS

-  Fast acting
-  No heat required

ZZ DECARBONISER

ZZ DECARBONISER is a liquid 
cold, dip paint stripper and 
decarboniser. 
ZZ DECARBONIZER is a 
powerful blend of solvents and 
penetrating agents formulated 
to provide the fast removal of 
grease, carbon, fuel residues, 
paint and gums from all metal 
surfaces in a cold dip 
application.

DECARBONISERS
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DESOLVE

-  Will not harm paint or 
    rubbers on machinery or 
    trucks
-  Contains a special corrosion 
    inhibitor for metal parts, 
    which leaves no film or 
    odour on cleaned surfaces

DESOLVE is a heavy-duty 
solvent degreaser that 
combines solvents and 
wetting agents together to 
create a product that quickly 
and effectively removes all 
types of oil, carbon, grease, 
black jack, road film and 
heavy industrial grime.

-  Economical in use due to 
    power solvent formula 
-  Versatile product; can also 
    be an emulsion solution

DF SOLVENT

DF SOLVENT is a 
scientifically-formulated, 
super concentrated solvent 
degreaser for use on 
heavy-duty greases, oils and 
grime. DF SOLVENT can also be 
diluted with water to create a 
stable emulsion solution.

-  Superior surface-active 
    emulsification
-  Can be diluted with
    Kerosene or Diesel

EZY DEGREASE

EZY DEGREASE is a 
flammable, solvent degreaser 
with a high-level surfactant 
system. This “new age”, 
non-alkaline cleaner has 
superior pulling power, 
including penetration and 
emulsification to quickly 
remove all types of oil, carbon 
grease, black jack, road film 
and heavy industrial grime. 

SIZE PART NO.

20Ltr EZYDEGREASE20

205Ltr EZYDEGREASE205

1000Ltr EZYDEGREASE1000

SIZE PART NO.

20Ltr DESOLVE20

25Ltr DESOLVE25

205Ltr DESOLVE205

1000Ltr DESOLVE1000

SIZE PART NO.

20Ltr DFSOLVENT20

205Ltr DFSOLVENT205

1000Ltr DFSOLVENT1000

DEGREASERS DEGREASERS DEGREASERS

ALL-PRO CHEMICAL & CLEANING SUPPLIES



SIZE PART NO.

20Kg LFPC20

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr POWERPLUS5

20Ltr POWERPLUS20

25Ltr POWERPLUS25

205Ltr POWERPLUS205

1000Ltr POWERPLUS1000

SIZE PART NO.

20Ltr QBDEGREASER20

205Ltr QBDEGREASER205

1000Ltr QBDEGREASER1000

LFPC

-  LFPC’s unique formulation 
    will ensure the removal of a 
    wide range of soils

LFPC is a low foam, alkaline 
spray wash and rust inhibitor 
suitable for cleaning all 
metals. 
LFPC has been designed for 
use in industrial pressure 
spraying machines for cleaning 
ferrous and non-ferrous metal 
parts.

DEGREASERS

-  Contains a special corrosion 
    inhibitor for metal parts that  
    leaves zero film or odour on  
    cleaned surfaces 
-  Auto ignition temperature 
    229 degrees celsius
-  Flashpoint 80 degrees 
    celsius

POWER PLUS

POWER PLUS is a heavy-duty 
solvent degreaser and black 
jack remover. 
This combustible, non-alkaline 
cleaner has a lot of pulling 
power, including penetration 
and emulsification to quickly 
remove all types of oil, carbon, 
grease, black jack, road film 
and heavy industrial grime. 
POWER PLUS will not harm 
paint or rubbers on machinery 
or trucks.

DEGREASERS

-  Allows oil separator units to 
    perform at optimum levels
-  Built-in surfactant system

QB DEGREASER

QB DEGREASER is an 
ultra-quick-break solvent 
based degreaser for heavy 
industry, workshop and mining 
applications. 
It effectively dissolves and 
dislodges grease and oil into 
an emulsified solution that 
breaks out easily within 20-30 
minutes. 

DEGREASERS
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BIO DEGREASER

-  Non-flammable & non-toxic 
    formula
-  Low irritant formula 
    compared to petro 
    solvent-based products 

BIO DEGREASER is an 
eco-friendly, water-based 
degreaser containing a special 
blend of vegetable derived 
ingredients, organic solvents 
and biodegradable 
surfactants. 
BIO DEGREASER effectively 
replaces petroleum-based 
hydrocarbon degreasers in 
workshop areas. 

-  Low aromatic 
-  Alkali & caustic free to 
    allow better safety in use 
-  Auto ignition 430 degrees 
    celsius
-  Dissolves grease & oil

SAFE “T” DEGREASER 

SAFE “T” DEGREASER is a 
unique new age product. 
It is a blend of organic non 
aromatic solvents & wetting 
agents in an aqueous solution. 
SAFE “T” Degreaser is THE 
answer to hydrocarbon based 
solvents that possess a low 
flash point and low auto 
ignition temperature.

-  Fast results
-  Safe on metal fittings
-  Non-flammable 

FREEDOM

FREEDOM is a nut and bolt 
release agent to be used in 
industries where rusted and 
seized nuts, bolts, studs, parts 
and fittings are encouraged. 
Spray FREEDOM onto affected 
parts, allow 30 to 60 seconds 
for penetration and undo 
without strain. FREEDOM 
should not be sprayed onto 
any extremely hot metal parts.

SIZE PART NO.

500mL FREEDOM500

750mL FREEDOM750

5Ltr FREEDOM5

15Ltr FREEDOM15

20Ltr FREEDOM20

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr BIODEGREASER5

20Ltr BIODEGREASER20

205Ltr BIODEGREASER205

1000Ltr BIODEGREASER1000

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr SAFETDEGREASER5

20Ltr SAFETDEGREASER20

205Ltr SAFETDEGREASER205

1000Ltr SAFETDEGREASER1000

NON-HYDROCARBON
DEGREASERS

NON-HYDROCARBON
DEGREASERS

TARGET SPECIFIC
COMPOUNDS

ALL-PRO CHEMICAL & CLEANING SUPPLIES



SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr METHYLATEDSPIRITS5

20Ltr METHYLATEDSPIRITS20

205Ltr METHYLATEDSPIRITS
205

SIZE PART NO.

750mL ORANGESOLVENT750

5Ltr ORANGESOLVENT5

SIZE PART NO.

750mL SHIELD750

5Ltr SHIELD5

20Ltr SHIELD20

METHYLATED SPIRITS

-  100% Methylated spirits 
    solution

METHYLATED SPIRITS is an 
untainted spirit suitable as 
a fuel, cleaning agent and 
sanitiser. 

TARGET SPECIFIC
COMPOUNDS

-  Utilises renewable 
    compounds
-  Built-in surfactant system

ORANGE SOLVENT

ORANGE SOLVENT is a natural, 
orange skin-based cleaner 
with additional emulsification 
agents. 
ORANGE SOLVENT easily 
removes, gum, ink, grease, 
and grime.

TARGET SPECIFIC
COMPOUNDS

-  Restores resistance values & 
    helps stop current leakage
-  Acts as an excellent 
    corrosion inhibitor & 
    general lubricant 

SHIELD

SHIELD is a demoisturizing 
compound and rust 
inhibitor for motors and 
electrical equipment. 
SHIELD helps prevent electrical 
failures caused by moisture 
and restores water damaged 
equipment to working order. 

TARGET SPECIFIC
COMPOUNDS
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ELECTRA

-  Fast acting
-  Fast drying
-  Leaves no residual film

ELECTRA is an electrical safety 
solvent and brake cleaner 
used extensively to clean 
electrical parts, transformers, 
circuits and brakes. ELECTRA 
is a perchloroethylene-based 
product that offers high-grade 
cleaning and quick drying to 
leave a residue free surface. 

-  Works quickly to remove oil, 
    dirt, wax, moisture & other 
    foreign materials
-  Fast drying, leaving zero 
    residue
-  Flammable liquid

SOLVE LF

SOLVE LF is a quick drying, 
non-chlorinated flammable 
parts cleaner ideal for use on 
electric motors, generator and 
transformer windings, 
electrical parts, as well as 
brake drum cleaner. 
SOLVE LF is a non-chlorinated, 
solution with a low flashpoint.

-  Low odour
-  Low evaporation rate
-  Prevents re-adhesion of 
    paints
-  Non-carcinogenic
-  Completely water soluble 
    & free rinsing

SAFE TO STRIP

SAFE TO STRIP is an 
NMP-based formulation 
that is a safe alternative to 
carcinogenic methylene 
chloride styles.

SIZE PART NO.

4Ltr STS4

20Ltr STS20

SIZE PART NO.

750mL ELECTRA750

20Ltr ELECTRA20

25Ltr ELECTRA25

205Ltr ELECTRA205

SIZE PART NO.

750mL SOLVELF750

5Ltr SOLVELF5

15Ltr SOLVELF15

20Ltr SOLVELF20

205Ltr SOLVELF205

1000Ltr SOLVELF1000

ELECTRICAL PARTS
CLEANER

ELECTRICAL PARTS
CLEANER PAINT STRIPPER

ALL-PRO CHEMICAL & CLEANING SUPPLIES
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PARTS WASHING SOLVENTS

ALL-PRO provides two parts wash cleaners. 
The first, a traditional petro-solvent based compound with a 

flash point of 80 degrees celsius. 
The second, a non-petro hydrocarbon parts washing solvent. 

ECO PARTS WASH is a unique, water-based solution incorporating natural 
organic compounds to easily and effectively clean equipment and parts.



SIZE PART NO.

20Ltr ECOPW20

205Ltr ECOPW205

1000Ltr ECOPW1000

SIZE PART NO.

20Ltr SALUTE20

25Ltr SALUTE25

205Ltr SALUTE205

1000Ltr SALUTE1000

ECO PARTS WASH

-  Non-corrosive to metals & 
    safe to use on most plastics
-  The high flashpoint, high 
    auto ignition & high 
    dielectric strength of ECO 
    PARTS WASH makes it one of 
    the safest & most effective 
    products of its type

ECO PARTS WASH is a unique, 
water-based solution 
incorporating natural organic 
compounds to easily and 
effectively clean equipment 
and parts. 
This powerful formula contains 
no ozone depleting solvents, 
chlorinated hydrocarbons, 
xylenes, toluene or aromatic 
naphtha. 

-  The high flashpoint, high 
    auto ignition & high 
    dielectric strength of 
    SALUTE makes it one of the 
    safest & most effective 
    products of its type
-  Suitable for mechanical, 
    electrical & parts washing

SALUTE

SALUTE is a solvent-based 
solution incorporating natural 
organic compounds to easily 
and effectively clean 
equipment and parts. This 
powerful formula contains 
no ozone depleting solvents, 
benzenes, chlorinated 
hydrocarbons, xylenes, 
toluene’s or aromatic naphtha. 
SALUTE is non-corrosive to 
metals and safe to use on 
most plastics. 
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SPECIALISED METAL TREATMENT

Utilising the safest compounds available, ALL-PRO has designed a unique and 
cost-effective range of metal cleaners and treatment products. 

Rust converters (with and without a polymeric pre-prime base) will meet 
specific site needs, whilst our metal cleaners utilise a variety of acid styles 

to satisfy a variety of surface treatments. 
This range also contains a special, free-flowing liquid and anti-corrosion 

treatment that will protect the long-term condition of metal surfaces.



SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr ALUCLEAN1

5Ltr ALUCLEAN5

15Ltr ALUCLEAN15

20Ltr ALUCLEAN20

SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr CONVERT1

5Ltr CONVERT5

15Ltr CONVERT15

20Ltr CONVERT20

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr RENEW5

15Ltr RENEW15

20Ltr RENEW20

AL-U-CLEAN

-  Ideal cleaner of aluminium & 
    stainless steel in industrial 
    situations 
-  Use on aluminium trailer 
    bodies/tanks/bull bars & 
    aluminium dinghies 

AL-U-CLEAN is a sulphuric 
acid-based etching cleaner for 
aluminium and stainless steel. 
AL-U-CLEAN removes corrosion 
products and oxide films with 
minimal attack on the 
substrate. 

-  COVERT is an excellent 
    primer, easy to use & halts 
    rust
-  For use in all industries 
    including marine
-  Can be applied on surfaces 
    such as nuts & bolts, hand 
    tools, structural steel, 
    gutters, galvanised roofs or 
    surfaces, fencing & sheds

CONVERT

CONVERT is a polymeric rust 
converter solution for use in 
all industries including marine. 
CONVERT is a one-stop liquid 
that halts existing rust and 
retards future rusting with a 
durable protective barrier, that 
can be left or over-coated. One 
litre of CONVERT covers up to 
12 square metres. 

-  Concentrated for greater 
    performance & economy
-  Easy to apply

RENEW

RENEW is a phosphoric 
acid-based metal cleaner, 
masonry restorer and rust 
eliminator. RENEW is a 
fast-acting cleaner which 
penetrates and removes all 
traces of white oxides, grease 
films, scum and grime from 
stainless steel, marble, granite, 
terrazzo, all masonry surfaces 
and aluminum surfaces. 
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RESIST

-  RESIST is a non-toxic 
    treatment that prevents 
    corrosion & prolongs the life 
    of tools, machinery & parts
-  Apply a light single coating 
    for transport protection
-  For long term storage, apply 
    3 to 4 liberal coats

RESIST is a free-flowing liquid 
and anti-corrosion treatment. 
It is easily applied by sprayer, 
brush or dip method to impart 
a thin coating that resists 
weather, moisture, pollutants 
and other corrosive elements. 
RESIST cures under normal 
conditions in just 15 to 25 
minutes. 

-  Can be safely applied to 
    metal, masonry, marble, 
    concrete, glass & similar 
    surfaces
-  Highly effective in 
    removing surface rust
-  Safe for use in food 
    preparation & food 
    processing areas

SCALE OFF

SCALE OFF is a highly effective, 
hard water stain remover and 
descaling agent. SCALE OFF 
is a unique blend of acids, 
wetting agents, chelates and 
biodegradable surface-active 
agents. It easily and effectively 
removes traces of magnesium 
and calcium build-up on 
surfaces affected by hard 
water overspray. 

-  Perfect for rust removal on 
    cars, boats & caravans 
-  Also use on rusted 
    galvanised roofs or surfaces, 
    etching new galvanising, 
    white goods, structural 
    steel, & hand tools, etc.

THE CONVERTER

THE CONVERTER is a highly 
concentrated, phosphoric 
acid-based rust converter. 
THE CONVERTER is used as a 
pre-painting treatment for 
converting surface rust 
(iron oxide) into iron 
phosphate, which forms an 
ideal base for further 
protective coatings. 

SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr THECONVERTER1

5Ltr THECONVERTER5

15Ltr THECONVERTER15

20Ltr THECONVERTER20

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr RESIST5

15Ltr RESIST15

20Ltr RESIST20

SIZE PART NO.

750mL SCALEOFF750

1Ltr SCALEOFF1

5Ltr SCALEOFF5

15Ltr SCALEOFF15

20Ltr SCALEOFF20

205Ltr SCALEOFF205

1000Ltr SCALEOFF1000

ALL-PRO CHEMICAL & CLEANING SUPPLIES
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DUST CONTROL AGENTS

ALL-PRO has developed an array of agents specific to dust emission 
problems. From mining and construction haul roads to mineral/coal and earth 

stockpiles and wagon transport of ores, our dust control agents effectively 
treat most dust surfaces. 

Dust particles contribute to health, safety and environmental issues
if not controlled and contained. 

"New age" polymer and surfactant technologies combine to provide a 
range that meets all these surface coating needs through suppressing 

particles from becoming airborne.



SIZE PART NO.

20Ltr BINDER20

205Ltr BINDER205

1000Ltr BINDER1000

SIZE PART NO.

20Ltr DSA20

205Ltr DSA205

1000Ltr DSA1000

SIZE PART NO.

20Ltr DUSTDOWN20

1000Ltr DUSTDOWN1000

BINDER

-  BINDER will NOT stain, 
    discolour or damage 
    machinery/vehicles that 
    may come into contact with 
    overspray
-  User-friendly & eco-friendly 
-  Non-toxic to humans & 
    marine life

BINDER is a unique blend of 
wetting agents and binders 
that provide an all-purpose 
agent that effectively treats 
most dust surfaces. BINDER is 
a liquid compound that 
evaporates, leaving a flexible 
film that binds particles 
together, and thus preventing 
them from becoming airborne. 
Wind shear lifts particles 
smaller than 0.42 mm to create 
a dust cloud; BINDER 
effectively controls this issue. 
BINDER is an eco-friendly/user 
friendly compound that will 
not produce hazardous 
by-products from ongoing 
processes involving coal and 
mineral ore.

-  Versatile & aggressive on 
    controlling potential 
    airborne particles
-  The agglomeration & binding 
    action of DSA, increases 
    particle mass & size, 
    estriciting its ability to 
    become airborne

DSA

DSA is a readily soluble, 
universal dust suppressant 
agent. DSA combines a unique 
blend of wetting agents, 
humectants, polymers and 
binders to provide an 
all-purpose agent that 
effectively treats most dust 
surfaces. Several key 
benefits from using DSA 
include: surface moisture 
retention, hygroscopic activity, 
deep penetration and surface 
agglomeration. 

-  Special additives in DUST 
    DOWN retain dust particles 
    through a unique, 
    environmentally friendly  
    method making dust “tacky”
-  Reduces labour & machine 
    costs
-  Biodegradable

DUST DOWN

DUST DOWN is a natural blend 
of polymers and surface-active 
agents that reduces dust and 
water usage on underground 
and surface areas of hard 
rock mining operations. When 
diluted, DUST DOWN removes 
between 50% to 90% more 
respirable dust than water 
alone. DUST DOWN’s unique 
formula allows water to 
penetrate quicker into 
roadways, meaning less 
run-off and evaporation. 
Through built-in humectants, 
water is retained within soil 
for longer periods of time, 
whilst built-in polymers create 
a microscopic film to aid in 
moisture entrapment.
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DUST SEAL

-  Reduces water requirements 
    & frequency of application
-  Environmentally friendly
-  Non-corrosive to equipment

DUST SEAL is a dust control 
additive for stockpile and 
surface areas of mining 
operations as well as civil 
earth work projects. 
DUST SEAL provides excellent 
soil agglomeration and surface 
flexibility.

-  An eco-friendly/
    user-friendly compound that 
    will NOT produce hazardous 
    by-products from ongoing 
    processes involving coal & 
    mineral ore
-  ALL-PRO has a diverse range 
    of dispensing & regulating 
    equipment to minimize
    manual handling & regulate 
    volume usage

DVA

DVA is a train wagon veneer 
and bulk dust control agent. 
DVA contains a unique blend of 
wetting agents and binders to 
provide an all-purpose agent 
that effectively treats most 
dust surfaces. As a liquid 
compound, DVA evaporates 
leaving a flexible film that 
binds particles, which prevents 
them from becoming airborne. 
Wind shear lifts particles 
smaller than 0.42 mm to create 
a dust cloud; DVA effectively 
controls this issue. 

-  Prevents dust particles from 
    being loosened or liberated 
    which vastly reduces dust 
    from becoming airborne or 
    drifting
-  Will not re-emulsify once 
    dried & prevents rain or 
    water application from 
    penetrating the thick 
    flexible film

THE SUPPRESSOR

THE SUPPRESSOR is an 
aqueous dust binder and 
encrusting agent. 
THE SUPPRESSOR is an acrylic 
polymer that, when diluted 
with water, provides a thick 
durable crust. As an encrusting 
agent, THE SUPPRESSOR 
penetrates and binds coal, 
garbage dumps, tailing dumps, 
soil and other dust particles 
either on stockpiles, rail cars, 
or in mine walls and floors. 

SIZE PART NO.

20Ltr THESUPPRESSOR20

1000Ltr  THESUPPRESSOR1000

SIZE PART NO.

20Ltr DUSTSEAL20

205Ltr DUSTSEAL205

1000Ltr  DUSTSEAL1000

SIZE PART NO.

20Ltr DVA20

205Ltr DVA205

1000Ltr  DVA1000

ALL-PRO CHEMICAL & CLEANING SUPPLIES
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SPECIALISED PRODUCTS

To enhance client needs we support our range with some specialized 
chemicals and compounds that allow us to be a one stop shop. 

Drain cleaners, urinal crystals and encased tablets, enzyme-based products 
as well as specialized cleaning agents in this expanding range, are sure to 

complete any site requirements.



SIZE PART NO.

500g CAUSTICDRAIN500

SIZE PART NO.

5Kg CHLORXXX5

10Kg CHLORXXX10

20Kg CHLORXXX20

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr COILCLEAN5

20Ltr COILCLEAN20

CAUSTIC DRAIN CLEANER

-  Clears blocked drains fast
-  Heavy-duty cleaning
-  Removes grease & grime

CAUSTIC DRAIN CLEANER is a 
powerful agent that dissolves 
& melts away tough clogs. It is 
designed for use in slow 
running drains to dislodge 
organic matter whilst 
remaining passive to 
pipework. It is also an 
effective heavy duty cleaning 
agent, removing grease and 
grime with ease!

-  Safe for use in food 
    preparation & food 
    processing areas
-  Low foam system
-  Fast acting

CHLOR XXX

CHLOR XXX is a free-flowing, 
chlorine powder compound 
that easily and effectively 
cleans, bleaches and sterilises 
a variety of surfaces including 
glass, plastic, stainless steel, 
enamel, porcelain and 
ceramic.

-  Free flowing liquid
-  Odour-free
-  Neutralised formula

COIL CLEAN

COIL CLEAN is a concentrated 
coil cleaner that quickly and 
effectively cleans air 
conditioner and heat 
exchanger coils, while coating 
paths for further protection. 
COIL CLEAN is a biodegradable, 
user-friendly product that 
dilutes with water for greater 
economy.
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DRAINFLOW

-  Fast-acting
-  Highly concentrated

DRAINFLOW is a powerful 
sulphuric acid-based drain 
cleaning agent. 
DRAINFLOW clears drains of a 
variety of organic matter 
within seconds. Extreme safety 
is required when applying this 
product. 

-  Chlorine based
-  Biodegradable
-  Easy to use

FRUIT CLEANER & 
SANITISER

FRUIT CLEANER & SANITISER is 
a liquid sanitising solution for 
fruit and vegetables. 

-  Heavy-duty remover
-  All weather efficiency
-  Easy to use

OFF

OFF is a liquid cleaner for 
marks of vandalism on 
non-porous surfaces. It easily 
and effectively removes ink, 
texta, paint, crayon and other 
marks from tiles, laminex and 
other non-porous surfaces.

SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr OFF1

SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr DRAINFLOW1

5Ltr DRAINFLOW5

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr FCS5

20Ltr FCS20

ALL-PRO CHEMICAL & CLEANING SUPPLIES



SIZE PART NO.

4Kg TOILETBLOCKS4

15Kg TOILETBLOCKS15

SIZE PART NO.

BLOCKS UNITABS

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr ZYMAGIC5

15Ltr ZYMAGIC15

20Ltr ZYMAGIC20

TOILET BLOCKS

-  Strong odour control
-  Long-lasting blocks
-  Will NOT clog drains

TOILET BLOCKS is a 
para-dichlorobenzene based 
toilet crystals for urinals. 
TOILET BLOCKS provides odour 
control and sterilisation.

-  Plastic encased deodorant 
    block
-  Will NOT block drainage 
    systems
-  Long-lasting fragrant blocks

UNITABS

UNITABS are a high-quality, 
long lasting deodorant block 
for urinal systems. 
UNITABS provide a long-lasting 
fragrance that will not block or 
inhibit drainage systems.

-  Pleasantly scented
-  Eco-friendly
-  Easy to use

ZYMAGIC

ZYMAGIC is an enzyme-based 
cleaning solution for organic 
waste systems. ZYMAGIC has 
been formulated for use in 
drains, septic systems and 
pipework to clean systems and 
support the biological 
breakdown of waste 
compounds.
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& ACID/CAUSTIC BUILDERS

WATER TREATMENT

ALL-PRO also provides a comprehensive range of general and specialised 
chemicals used in water treatment and general chemical operations. 

Water treatment removes contaminants and undesirable components, or 
reduces their concentration so that the water becomes fit for its desired 

end-use. Our range includes alkali and acid pH adjusters, flocculants and 
disinfectants.



FERRIC SULPHATE

SIZE PART NO.

20Ltr FERRICSULPHATE20

205Ltr FERRICSULPHATE205

1000Ltr FERRICSULPHATE1000

SIZE PART NO.

20Ltr CITRICACID20

25Ltr CITRICACID25

205Ltr CITRICACID205

1000Ltr CITRICACID1000

CITRIC ACID 50% POOL ALGAECIDE

SIZE PART NO.

1Ltr POOLALGAECIDE1

5Ltr POOLALGAECIDE5

20Ltr POOLALGAECIDE20

HYDROCHLORIC ACID

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr HYDROACID5

20Ltr HYDROACID20

25Ltr HYDROACID25

205Ltr HYDROACID205

1000Ltr HYDROACID1000

SODIUM ALUMINATE

SIZE PART NO.

20Ltr SODIUMA20

25Ltr SODIUMA25

205Ltr SODIUMA205

1000Ltr SODIUMA1000

SDIC 56%

SIZE PART NO.

20Kg SDIC20

25Kg SDIC25

SODIUM 
HYPOCHLORITE

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr SODIUMHYPO5

15Ltr SODIUMHYPO15

20Ltr SODIUMHYPO15

25Ltr SODIUMHYPO20

205Ltr SODIUMHYPO25

1000Ltr SODIUMHYPO1000

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr HALF5

20Ltr HALF20

25Ltr HALF25

205Ltr HALF205

1000Ltr HALF1000

HYDROCHLORIC 
ACID LOW FUME

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr 2530SODIUMH5

20Ltr 2530SODIUMH20

205Ltr 2530SODIUMH205

1000Ltr 2530SODIUMH1000

SODIUM 
HYDROXIDE 25-30%

SODIUM 
HYDROXIDE 50%

SIZE PART NO.

5Ltr 50SODIUMH5

20Ltr 50SODIUMH20

205Ltr 50SODIUMH205

1000Ltr 50SODIUMH1000
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FOR MORE INFORMATION 
ON  ALL-PRO’S CHEMICALS 
& COMPOUNDS RANGE, OR 
FOR ANY QUESTIONS 
ABOUT ALL PRO'S 
PRODUCTS PLEASE 
CONTACT EPIC OTR 
SOLUTIONS

Level 2, 351 Oran Park Drive 
Oran Park NSW 2570

0477 990 628

www.epicotrsolutions.com                         
sales@epicotrsolutions.com
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